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ABSTRgCT .

This Unifid ScienCes and, Mathematics for Elementary
Schools (USMES) unit challenges-students to find ways to help c

themselves and/or others adapt to new situations (inc3.iding. school
andicommunity.facilities). The challenge is general eno gh to apply
ta many problemrsolving situations in mathematics, ;Oen e,locial
sCience, and language avts at any elementary schoollevel (grades .

1-8). The Teacher Res6urce Book for the unit is divided into Aive
sections. ection I desc4bes the USMES approach to student-initiated
investigations of real problems, including a discussion of the nature"
of USMES "challenges." Section II provides an overview of possible
itudent activities with comments on prerequisite skills,
instructional strategies, suggestions when using the unit with
primary 4rades, a flow chart illustrating how investigatiOns evolve
from students' discussions of orientation problems, and a
hypothetical account of intermediate-level class activities. Section
III provides documented events of actual class,activities frdin grades
2/3; 4, 6, and ti. Section IV includes lists of "How To" cards and
background papers, Wbliography of non-USME5 materials, and a
glossary. Section'V consists of charts identifying skills,,concepts,
processes, and areas of study learned as students become ihvolved
with'orientation activitigs. (JN)
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CHALLENGE: FIND pas TO HELP YOURSELVES AND/OR..GTHERS TO Agin TO NEW SITUATIONS.
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The USMES Protect

z
.

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary SchoOls:

Mathematica and the Natural,.9ocial, and Communications
4So:it:Ices in Real Problem aolVing (USMES) vias formed in re--

sponse to' the recommendations of the 1967 CaMbridge Confer-
. fence onsthe Correlation of-Science and Mathematics In the

Sphools.* Since its inceptidh in 1970, USNES hasgbeen
gunded by the National Science FoUndation tp develOp and
'Carry out field trials of interdisciplinary units Centered
od,longrrange investiggtions of real ind practical problems .

(or "challenges") taken krom the local school/community en-
vironment. School planners can uge these units tatesign a.
flexibleourriculum'for grades kindergarten'through eight in
which-real problem solVing plays an iMportant rolee

Development and field trials wtre carried'out,by teachers
and students in the classroom with the assAstance of univer-
sity specialists at workshops and at occasional gther meetr
ings. The work wap coordinated by a staff at the Education
Development Center in NewtonMassachusettS._
'the staff at EDC coordinated implementation programs in-

volving schools, districts, and colleges thatare carrying
out local USMES.implementation programs,f0? teachers and
-schools in'their area.

,

.Triel editions of the following,units are currently,
available:

Advertising
.

BiCyple Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Wscribiiag People
Designing for Human
Design Lab besigh
Eating,in School
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
.MassComihunitations

Proportions
.

Naiture.Trails
Orientation'
Pedestrian Crossings
'Play Area Design and Ustikke

Protecting Property
School Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo

oft Drink Design
TraffiC Flow
lUsing Fiee nue
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather.Predictions

*See Gbals for the Corrtaation of Elementary Science,and
Mathematics, Hofighton Mifflin Co., Boston, 196g.'
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In,responding to a long-iange challenge, the students
and teachers often have need'ofi a wide range of resources.
In fact, all'of the people and materials in the school and
,cOmmunity are important resources for USMES activities. In
!addition USMES provides resources fot both te4hers and stur.
dents. A complete set Of all the written Materials comprise
the'USMES library, which should be available in each school
using VSMES units. Thesa materials include-- 44

1.. The USMES GUide: This book is Et compilation

-of materials that may be used-for long-range
plannihg of a curticulum'thai incorporates
the USMES program. It destribes the USMES

"projectr real problem solving,.classroom
strategies, the.Design Lab, the units, and ,

the.support materials as well as-ways that,.
USMES helpi students learn basic skills.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each chal-,
lenge): Each of%these guides-to usin
units_describes a broad problem,_e ins_how_

students might narrow thatproblem to fit
their particular needs, recomatends.classroom
strategies, presents edited logs from. teachers
whose classes have worked on the unii, and con-
tains charts that indicate badic skilld, pro-
cesses, and areas of study that students may
learn and utilize.,

3. Design Lab Manual: This guide helps teachers
and administrators set up, run, and use a
Design Lab--a place with tools and materials
in which qe students can build things they ,

need for their work on USMES. A Design Lab
may be a corner of a classroom, a portable
cart, or a sepaiate room. BecaUse many "hands-
on" activities may bake place in the glassrbom,
every USMES teacher should have a Design Lab
Manual.

4. "How TO" Series: These student materials pr0-
vide informationto students about specific
problems that may arise during-USMES units.
The regular "How To" Series covers problems
in measuring, graphing, data handling, etc.,
and is available in two verSions--a series of

16
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cartoon-style booklets for primary grades'

and a series of magazine-style booklets with
more reading matter for upper grades. The
Desigm Lab "How To" Series is available in ,

two illustrated card versions --onelfor pri-
mary grades and one for upper grades. A.com-,

plete list of die ':E0w To" Series can be
found in the USMES Guide.

/5. Background Papers: These papers, correlated

with the "flow To" Series, provide teachers
with, information and hints, that do.not appear

in'the student materials. A complete list
can be found in the USMES Guide.

6. Curriculum Correlation Guide: By correlating
the twenty-six USMES units with other cucric-
vlum materials, this book helps teachers to
integrate USMES With othet:school activities
and lessons.

A
The preceding materials are described in brief in the.

USMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and adMinis-
tratorq to disseminate information abbut the program tol,
the local cOmmunity. A,variety of other dissemination and
implementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involved in local implementation grotrams.. They

%include Preparing People for USMES: An Implementation
Resogice Book, the USMES slide/tape shOw, the Desidio. Lab
slidE/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general report on dvaluation re-
sults,,a map 'showing the locations of schools cohducting
local itplementation of USMES, a list of experienced USMES
teaChers and university consultants, and newspaper and
magazine articles. .

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
three-layered cardboard at the time the Project began, USMES,
has utled it,at workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-
erences to Tri-Wall can be found throughout the Teacher.
Resource Books. The addresses of suppliers Of three-layered

cardboard can lie found in the'Design LablManual.

I 7
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Introdtction

Using the Teacher Resource Bobk

n0

,

When teachers try a new curriculum for the firtt time,
they need fo understand the philosophA beliind the currieulum.
The USMES approach to student.rinitiated investigations of

real problems is outlined in section A of this Teacher'Re-
' source,Book.

Section B starts with a brief overview Of possible stu-
dent activities arising from the challenge;.comments on.pre -
requisite-skills are included. Following that is a discus:-

sion of the clussroom strategy tor USME$ real,problem-
solving aCtivities, including introduction of' the bhallenge,
student activity, resburces, and Design tab use. Subsequent

pages include a description of the use of.the uditin pri-
pary gtades, a flow chart ands coMPosite log that indicate
the range"of possible student work,'-anda'list'of questions
that the teacher miry find useful for focusing The students' -

activities on the chAllenge. .

tecause students initiate all the activities in responie
to the challenge-and-because -the'-work-of-one plass-may
fer from that underttken by other classes, teachers familiar- .
with USME6 need to read only section:314 and B before.intro-'
ducing the challenge to siudenfit. .

Section C of this,book athe documentatiOn section.;
These edited teachers!.logs show the Iariety' of ways in
which stuients in different:classes have worked at finding

A'solution t6 the-challenge.'
Section D contains-a list of the titles of relevant sets

of "How To4 Cards and brief descriptions of the Background
Papers pertaining to thO'nnit. Also included.in sectio; D' ,

, is a glossary of-the terms used in the Teacher Resource Book,
and an annotated bibliographY.

Section E Containa.charts that indicate the comparative
strengths of ttle,unit'in terMs of re4 problem solving):,
mathematics, science,.social science, tnd language arts. It

also contains dlist of explicit,extmples of real problem
solving and other tubject area skills, rocesseé%and areas
of study learned'and'utili4edin the unit. These charts and

4
listsare based on documentation of activAies,that have

taken place in U$MES classes: KnowinraMead of time which
'basic skills and processes &re likely to be 4tilised, tea0
ers can postpone teaching that par their regular program ?

until later in the year. At tha time.s dents can study

tfiem in'the usual way if they have not 'already learnea.them

as part,of their USMES activitiesk

I



Re.al %Problem Solving ancl INDIES

'Real Problem Solving

SIM

20

9

If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few chores,to dodsnd they were
done over and:over inlekactly the same ways.:.the.

case for knowing how to solve problemslOould not
Tr=

be so poinpellinge , All onesWould,hatte to do would_
be,to learn hoW to do the-Xei, jobs at the outset.-
From then on'he.coUld-rely on memory.and habit.
Fortunatelyorunfortunately.depending upon one's
pointof view-A-life is not simple and unchanging.
Rathekit is cilanging so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that 'things ill be different in the_

Io
future. In such a world th ,agi? ty to adjust.and .:

:ito solve one's problems s p . AMount impOrtan'00:*

USMES is belied on,the beliefs that real problem solvihg'
is an important skill t9 belearned and that many Math,:t
science, socii'l science,, and language ares skills'isy be
learned mpre quickly and easily within the,cOntekt of stu-

dentinveatigations-of-reaI=probIems.--RealTnrdh1em 8C1Ving,,
as exemfliDied by USMES, implies,a.style of education Which '

involves studenté in investigating and aolving real problems.
It provides the hridge between thesabstractions of the
School curriculum and the world of thp,student, Each USMES
unit presents a problem.in:the form,of a challenge that is
interesting to children because .it is.both real add prac- .

ticsl. The problem'is real in severaltrespectsf (1) the
problem applies-to some aspect of stdent, liferin the school
or community, (2) a solution is=needed and not presently
known,,at least for the particular case, in. question! (3) the
Students must Consider the'entire situation.Wid all the .

sccompanying variables and complexities,and (4)'the problem
is such that the work done by the students canllead td some ,

improvement in the situatitis. This expectation of useful'.

,accomplishment provideatthe motivation for children to carry
cat the-Comprehensive irlvestigaiións needed to find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at'which the children approach the' prOblems;
the investigations that they'carry out, ana the solutions

*Kenneth B. Henderson and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in Mathematics,T,in The Learning of'Mathematie$:: Its Theory
and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook pf the Hational Coundil:
of Teachers of Mathematics (WashingtOn, D.C.: The Council,
1953), p. 233.

"
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I - , that they devise .may vary according to the age and ability
of the children. Howeter, real problem solving'involves
then, at some level, in ill aspects of the.problem-solving
process: definition of the problem; determination pf the
important factors in the problei; observation; measurement;
,collection of data; analysis of-the data using' graphs,
Icharps, statistics, Dr whatever meads the students cad find;

-.discussion; formulation and trial of tuggested tOlutions; ;
clarification of values;decision making; and communications

4,
of findings to others.v In addition, students become more
inquiiitive, more cooperapive ic working with others, more
critical in their thinking,,more telf-reliant,and more in-Ak

fr teresteslAr helping to improve tocial conditions. .

To learn the process of real problent_nolvingl the stu-.
dents must encounter, formulate, and,find some solution to

il.. .4, complete and realistic problems. The students.themtelves"
41ot the teacher, must analyze'the problem, choose the'variF., .

'shles that shoDld."be 14vestigated, search out.thelacts, and
judge.the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
Inyeal problem-solying activitieg,'the teacher acts as.a
coordinator and'collaboratort' not an authoritative Answer--
Wier.

. .

The problem is first reworded bystudents in specific
-... ,

terms that,apply to their school or community, and the
'various asPects of the problem are discussed by the class. 4

. The students then suggest apProachea to,the prolidem and set
priorities for-the invettigations they plan to carry out.
A typical USMES class consistiof several groups working on
different aspects of the problem. As the grOups report
periodically toyhe class on their'progress, new directions

4 are:identified and new tadklorces'are;formed as neededfr

?
Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or Naction-oriented" experience.

Real problem soiling does not rely solely on the -,
'discovery-learning.concept. In ehe real world people haves
nccess to certain pacts and techniques when they recognize
ehe need for. thn. . The same shoUld be true in the classroomi.

I 1.Ihen the stu4er find that certain facts and, skills are

necesdary for eoitinuing their invistigation, they learn
willinglY and quickly in a more directed way to acquire'
these facts and skills. Consequently, the students'sficuld

. have available different resources that they may use as .

they.recognize he need for thtm, but they,shouldntill be,
left with a wid i scope to exploratheivown ideas and
methods.

.

/ 4
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Certain information on specifiC skills is provided by the
sets qf USMES."HowTo" Cards. The students are referred
only to the set for which.they have clearly identified a
need and qnlY when they are unable to Proceed qn their own.
Each "How.To" Cards title clearptindicates the skill in-
voltd--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make A Bar Graph
Pic ufe of Your Data," etC. (A complete list of the "How
To" Cards can be found-in Chapter IX qf the.USMES Guide.)
,Anothei.resource ptovided by USMES is the Design Lab.or

0-its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen-
tral location.for tdols and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classrdom activities. Ideally, it is a Separate.room with
space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small'as a
corner of the classrocim and may contain only a fewtools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving.can be
obtained by the students only 11 they have a means to ol-
lowup their ideas, the availability ofa$15esign Lab cgn be
a very important asset. . ,

Optimally, the operation of_the school 's Design,Lab
should be such as to-make it available to the students when-
ever they need it. It should be as frea'as possible from
set scheduling or peogramming. The students use the Design
Lab to try out their own ideas and/or t&'design, construct,
test, and improve many devicestinitiated by.their fesponsts
to the USMES challenges. Male this optimum operation'df
the.Design Lab may not alwaSrs be possible due to various
limitations: "hands-on" activities may take place ih the
classroom even though a Design Lab maY nost be available.

(A detailed discussion-of the Design Lab can, be found in ,

Chapterla df the USMES Guide, while a complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Lab skills as iawing, gluing,
nailing, soldering, is Ontained in Chapter IX.)

Mork on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently
complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but
also diVerse enough to enable 'each student to contribute
according tp his/her interest and ahility. However, it :

should be noted that if fewer than ten to twellItydents
from the class are carrying Out the investigat of a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the'class aret
involved. While it'is possible for a class to work on two
related,uniti at the same time, in many classes the students
progress better with just dne..

The amciunt of dm spent each.week working on an bSMES
challenge is crucial to:a successful resolution'of the

.04
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Importance ofthe allenge

1 h4

, \... . r - ='-'''

. . .0.,

problem: .Each challenge is designed so that tile various 4,. .....'
0.nvestigations will take'from thirty:to forty-five houri,

.

depending ontheage of the children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken owthe
results of the'investigations. Unless aessions are held at .4

least two or-tbree times a Week, it is difficulSfor the-

, children to maintain their interest lind momentum and'toe--
'come involved ihtensiVely with the Challenge. 'The length 4
each.serion depends.upart the age leyel of the Children and .

the nature ofthe;challenge. .For ixamPle; Children 441

primary grades-may proceed bettmby working Oft,tHe'thallenoe

more f equently for 'shorter,periOdeorti:me, perhapiAityt.4, ,.,

to 6we ty minhtes, whilesoldei-ihildren mhysproCeipooeor.

... by working less, frequently forbuch-longer.peri!DcWoCiimet,
Studentrinterest-and the ovetall.atCompl,iibmenti-Ce the

class in finding andliPleMeo4ng 50.404,40naio theAhallenge

indicate !Alen the clase's:genetYiiarticipation in unit
42Kactivitiedthould end. (Prilia, tediscontinuance,of wcA.'''

on a. Specific challenge ii.o4oln duelbre'to,wining:interett,:

..,

poWever, Some students mu t:todtinueWork.On7.41 volatary:'
on-the'pari-of theCteacher Wan to dist O'f'the studenia.) ,,,

.., ...L...,

'basis on one prOblem,.wbcle.-tbe others' tilln to identify;,-

possible:approaaes to a'InOthet USMES -challenge,

.:r

AldhughAndividUal oiotAroup).discovety-and student
initiaiion of.inyestigatlionals.theprocas in pEMES, units,

this ddes not *Ply theConstent encouragement ok random

activity. Random actiiifty hat an iMportantA3lace, ITC:

children's learning, at.14 opportunities or.itishould'be

made available atvario Duripg.0

however, it' is belieVed that Children'leainveo.solVe'reale,..
problems only when thei4 efforts.ate focused onlinding, :
soteflolution to the real and.practtcalgproblem presented

'in the USMES;ohallefige.1 Ithashek-ibtindthat stUdents
are motiVated to overcome many difficuftiea and frustrations

in their'efforts to achielie the goal Ofeffetting.aome
change.or at-least ofproViding apse useful 4nformation-to

others, Eecausethe childrin's commitment to finding a
scilution to.the challens.i.ii one of the keys to successful

USHER work, it is extre*Iely,important that the challenge be'
introduced so that itls accepted'hy the ,class as ah im.
portant problem to'WhiCh they are Willing to devote,a.ctin-

siderable amount oftim.e.
The-ohallenge not only motiVates the ,children.by stating

the problem but also piovias them with a criterion tdi
judging their results. .This critérion-Lii.it works, it's

right (or if,it helps uS find an 'ahsOtr to out Problem it's ,



-:Ro1e of the Teacher

A

a,

a good thing to do)--giyes the children's ideas and results

a meaning within the context'of their goal. hhny teachers.

have found this concept to be a Neluable strategy that not

.
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all of the :
children's ideas but.also helps, the children themSelves to

judge,theyalue of their effbrts.

With.all of the above in mind, it can be said that the
teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for open
classroom activities is as follows:

1. Introduce thesc1ia4enge in a meaningful way

that not only allows the Ohildren to relate
it to their particular situation bui also .

opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a coordinatorend collaborator. Assist;

nqt direct,.individuals dr.grOups Of students

as they investigate different aspects of the

problem.

3. Bold USMES-aesaiqns et-least-two-or-three-times

a week so that the children have a chanceto
come involved in the challenge and -carry out

comprehensive investigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for-
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to work in the ,

Design Lab. :

5. Be patient in letting the children maie their

own mistakes and find aleir own way. Offer

assistance or point out sources of 'help for .
specific information (such as the "How To"

Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their approach to thetproblem. Conduct

skill sessionb as necessary.

e 4. Piovide frequent opiortalities for group reports
and, student exchanges of ideas in class dis-

cussions. In most'cases, students will, by
,

d r
their oWn critical examination of the procedures

...

-t....,,...lt
..., they have used, improve or set new directions

their investigations'.,--,

( 4 4 0,
1

4.
*

c
' , ';', 1

4 *. . .itI
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7. If neceasary, ask appropriate questions to stim-
ulate the students' thinking so that they will
make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-
tions or analyses of their data.

8. Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
Tragmented or stall. ,.

1.

USMES in the Total SchOol Program

ao

Student success in_USMES unit activities is indicated by

the progress they make in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-
tion.nor by obtaining specified_results. _The-teacherla
role in...the USMES strategy is-to provide a classroOmat-
mosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
sear& out some solution to the challenge.

Today many leading educators feel that real problem
solving (under different names) is an,important skill to:
be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis

is plaCia-On- develiiiiing-akina to dial'With-rear.i.fahlemi,

rather than the skills needed to-obtain "correct" answers
to contrived probleMs.. Because of this and becsuse'-of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigatibns, USME8 is ideal.for use assan impor-
tant part of the elementary schoorprogram. 'Mu& of the
time normally spent in the class on the traditional a0-

. proaches to math, science,-social science, and language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of the total school.
program might be-allotted to,work on USMES challenges.

----.Teachprn vho=have_morked-with_USMES

.each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES ictiv-
ities the learning of a greater number of traditional
skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long,time the skills and concepts learned'and
practiced during USMES actiVities. Therefore; the time
norMally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are'lisrned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving. A

Becauae real problem-solving actiVities cannot possibly
cover all.the skills and concepts in'the major subject
areas, othei"Curricula'as well as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study.topics," or
programmed instruction) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program. However, the other

31 k
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Ways In Which USMES Differs From Other

Curricula

instruction will be enhanced hy the skills, notivation, and
understanding provided by real probleM solving, and, in"
somecases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context

within which the skills and concepts of the major subject
areas find application:! . '

In order for 4E11 problem solving taught by USMES to have 1

an optimal value in the school program, clasatiMe-should_bel_.

apportioned with reason and forethought, anci the sequence
of challenges investigated'by students during their Yearsin
elementary school should involve them in varietycf skills

and processes. Because all activities are initiated by situ:-

deita.in response to the challenge, it is impoisible to
statNunequivocally which ictivities will take gace. Row-
ever, itFis possible to Ilse thedopmmentation 'of actiVities

that have taken place in USMES trial, claises to achedule in-,

struciion on the specific iiiiii and.proCesses requifair

the school system. Teachers can-postpone the traditional ,

way of teaching the akills thataight come up in work on an

USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time str
denti can learn the required skills in the usual-way if fhey
have not already learned them during-their USMES activities. .

--These[basic-skillsprocesses,_and_axeas_of_study_are - -
listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resdurce

Book. Aiteacher can use these'charts to decide on an over-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in7

dividual skills,and processes are' also given so that the

teacher can see beforehand which skills a student.may en-
counter during the course of his invesfigations. These

charts and lists may be found in section Eib ,

As the foregding indicates, USMES differs significantlq

froM other Curricula. Real problem solv.ingAgyeiops the :

problem-solving ability of students and doesd.t in.a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of"

the process% Because of the following differences:I some

teacher preparation.ie necessarr. Some'teachers.may have

been 'introduced by other projects.to several of the follow;
big new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teachifik and

learning that,real problem.solving involves.

'1: New Area of Learning - -Real problem solving is a

newarea Of learning, noi just a new, approach or,.

a new content within aft already -defined subject

Acres. Although.,many subjeCt.matter curricula
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inclyde something c lled problem solving, much of
( this problem solvi g involves contrived problems

or fragments of a hole situation and does not
require the cogni iVe skills needed for the in-
vestigation of re 1 and practical problems.'
Learning the co itive strategy required for real
problem solving s different from other kinds
of learning.

3. Interdisciplin EducationReal Oroblem Solv-
ing integrate he disciplines in a natural way;
there is no ne ,to impose a mult disciplinary
structure. S.lving real and pra tical problems
requires the pplication of skill , concepts,
and processe _from many-disciplines._ She_number
and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the imporia e of each is demonstrated in work-
ing toward he solution of practical problems.

3. Student P1 nning--To learn the process of prob-
lem,solv:In , the students themtelves, not the
teacher, st analyze the-problem, choose the*
varAbleS 'that shouAd be invesOgated, search
out the acts, and Spdge 'the carrectness ofIthe
hypothes s and conclusions. In real problei-
solving activities the teacher act's as a

-coordi tor and collaborator, not as an
author tative source of answers.

4. Learn g -by -Doing - -Learning-bY -doing, or discov-
ery arning as it is sometimes called, comes
abou nfturally in real problem solving since
the roblems tackled by..each class have unique
asp cts; for eXample, different lunchrooms or
pe estriah crossings have different problems

,

alb Ociated with them and, consequently, unique
s lutions. The challenge; as defined in each

, ,s tuation, provides the focus for t children's
.: nds=on,learaing experieaces, such as collecting
eal data; constructing measuring instruments,

scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
syggestetproyements; and (in some units) pre-
paring repprtOind presentations of their findings
for theifirotei authoFities.

.

.

..

.,

'
,

.Learning Skills and Concepts as, Needed- -Skill's'
and concepts are learned in real problem:solving,

, 3



as the need for them arises in the context
of the work being done,.rather than having a
situation imposed by the teacher or the text-
book,being used'. 'Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-
dents may search out information themselves
from resources provided.

6. Group Work--Progress toward a solution to f
real problem usually requires the efforts of
groups Of students, notsjusit individual stu-
dents working alone. .AlthOugh some work May
be doneindividually, thetotal group effort
provides good opportunities for diviaion Of
labor and exchange of ideas abong the gropps
and individuali. The grouping is flexible
and changes in order to.meet the needs of the
differer stages.of investigation.

7. Student ChoiceReal problem solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems'.

: _that are real to them, not jugt to the adults
who prepare the curriculum. In addition,
students' may choose to inyeetigate particular
aspects of the problem according to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing

'from the challenge allows each student'to ,

make sone contribution towards the solution of'
the problem aceWing to his or her ability and
to learn spttifidtskills at.a time when'he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.

r r



B. General Papers on Orientation

. 1. OVERVIEW1,OF ACTIVITIES

' Challenge:

Find ways to help yourselves and/or
,others to adapt tennew'ssituations.

.

Possible 'Class Challenges:

Find,ways to help new gtudents and/
or parents adapt to the school.

Find wa'y's to help new students and/

-or their fahilies'adapt to the com-
munity '(recreatibnal, cultural,

educatiolial facilities).

,There are raspy different orientation situations that,
might be real problems to children.' If the class is going .

to move to a new school at the end of the year, finding oui

about themew school may be a real-problem to them. If

they have just moved to a new school, theymay identify .

with next.year's incoming grade and want to help-orient '

them,. They'may also wishsto help new students moving't

the area. Some other situations that might lead to prob ems

which can he.investigated by_ a class'ate (1) starting to se

-the school,hus, (2),changing grades, (3) orient* new Stn.,'"

dents and-their.families to the tOmtunity, Or (4) the ar- ,

rival of a new teacher. Once students have realized,ghat
problem of orientation exists, either for themselves,or for

-others in the school and/or calamity, the children may de-

' cide to work in stall grOdpsson different aspects of the

problem. "The.flow chart suggists some activities that mighi

take place in the class.
The class may wish to survey other students for their

Opinions on the problem and its possible solutions: The

tallying and graphing,of their daFa will help them-decide
what action should be taken and what other data,they need

to collect.
The children m#y decide that several different coutses

of action should Vig taien and different groups may'work on

different solutions to the.problem. These may take the-,

form of an informational package or program, such as book-

lets, slide/fape shows, filmspostets, directories, maps,

,etc. Students will have to decide what the best medium is

for communicating the information they will use._ In some

situations the course of action may entail the formulation "
and trial of rules of behavior.

The class may then work on collecting material'and in-

formation and have clasi discussiong to evaluate'the con-
tent and quality of'each group's contribution. When the

orientation programs are used,,students may wish to collect'

data and test whether the orientation waa successful.
- Follow-up activities may arise natdrally as investiga-

tions of the Orientation challenge end.) Students might

want to advertise an orientationlieeting.to be-held for new

students and thus become involved in the Advertising unit.

A,slide presentation or a handbook developed by the class

might be deemed worthwhile'fdr schoolmates to have--a
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perfect introduction to the Manufacturing udit:
Although many of the activities in the.brientation unit

may require skills and concepts new to the children,, there
is no fteed,for preliiminary work on these skills and concepts
because the children canjearn them when the-need arises.
In fact, Children learn more quidkly and'easily'Whenihei-'
see a need to learn. Consider counting: whereas children
usuallY learn to count by rote, riey can, through USMES,'
'gain a better understanding of counting:by learning or
practicing it within real contexts. In wOrking.on'Orienta-,
tion, children also learn:and pract3ce graPhing,:measuring,
working with dpcimals, and dividing, Although:dividing
seems necessary to compere'fractionsor;ratios, primary chil-
dren can make Comparisons graphicallyi Sets of-data can .ilso
be compared_graphicallyor,bobtracting mediani (half-way
vaiVis). 'furthermore, Instead* Ofusing diviSion tomake
scale drawings, younger'childret can convert-their measure-
ments to spaces on graph paper. Divisimmay be introduced
during calculationok,peicentages, averages, or unit costs.

2. CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR ORIENTATION The Orientation unit centers on a challenge--a statement ,

thai says, "Solve this problem." Its success or failure in'
a classroom depends largely on,(1) the relevance oi the'
problem for the students and (2) the process by which they
define and accept the thallenge. If the children see the
problem as a real one, they will be committed to finding a
vsolu4on; they will have a focus and a purpose for their
'activities. If the students do not think the problem af-
fects them, their attempts av'finding soluxions Will likely
be disjointed and'cursory.

The Orientation chsllenge--"Find.ways to help yourselves
, and/or others tp adapt,tO new situations"--is general enough

to apply to many situations. Students in different Classes,
definecand reword the chaXlenge to fit their particular sit-.
uation and, thus arrive at a specific cliss challenge. For
examPle, one class restated the challenge in terms of kind-,
ing ways to tell.new students ana their parents aboat the
school and ite program.

38 39
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The Process of Introducing
.the Challenge

. .

Given that an Orientation problem exists, how can
,

,a ,..r-

te cher, without being'directive, help the students ideniifir

the challenge that they will work on as a group?. There is
no et method because of variations among teachers, classes
end \sehools. However, USHES teachers have'found'that,cir- ,

tain general tachniques are helpful in introduCing the'.
Orientatifon challenge. ,

One such technpide ie to'make use of a spontaneous dis- .

cussion of a recent event relating to the thallenge, emeh
, as.when a new student enters the class and knolts ndthing' .

,about the school or when the class has a'visitor who'kno0S:'
'nothing about,the ichoOl.: ...

4 0

4,

,,, , .
,

. , . ,, . ('-: s"

A sixth-grade'social st4dies:c1ass;begtheir ih-
vestigaticIF'of the,Ordentation'chalehg.e_soon,
after two peW-etUdehts,wers 1p5rodUced tothe .rest-'

of the c14gsi Oildren dnfatmal,Ii discuseed the
problemincoUntered when!5zie,miovegto a'new sohool,
city, state; or country.. The' group shared their' .

'
peisona1_experiences4shd then summarizedthe main
proklems of such ar move in klist;'Which wls.,0iitteil.

on the boafd. Th0 claes'ehextlqSMES session for
cused on the,proWem of,adjusiii3g tb a newrechool.
Once the problemslwer'W'idétified and 4;oss1li1e solu-,

tions were Suggestdd,'thelasi grouied tainvesti:,
ate areas of-their' chOice:: , -. . V.

, ..:
r , k,, , , t . '. . , .

Often, work pn one'challenge,leade to another. For ex-.
amPieoltthe Orientstipn challenge may arise from work on the

'4Getting There o; SchOol kulee, challenges. When child;en

encounte a probiem that leads to a.related Orientetion .

challenge,,.one group"of children'mayzbegin'work:on'this
second chailertge while the rest of the clasacointinuee with
the-first challenge. -However, therl shOUld beit,least ten
to twelve stlidents working on anx9ne.challenge; otherwise,

.z

'the children'S work'may.barfragmented bi. superficial Ofmay

break down complétely.
,- ,-.,

.-,

-',An Orientatibn challenge May also ariee from a diapussion

of,a current social issue, such-as buaing. Students/may

wish to find ways a heliatudents'buse4to.their*hool
from other neighborhoods-to adapt to their new enVironsienp. ,

Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem maYencoMPass
the challenges Ofseveral related.nnits..; For example, a
discussion of4problems during ihe first days glf Aehool s*,

'
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lead to Orientation,.Getting There, Classroom Management,
Or SchooZ Rules. lAn experienced USMES teacher is usually
willing to have tbe .children work on any one of the several
Challenges that may arise during the discusiidn of.* biOad
problem. While this approach gives the children the'oppor-
tunity to select, the challenge they are most interested in
inveitigating, it does place On the teabher the additional
responsibility of being prepared to act as a resOurce'per-
son for whichever challenge is chosen: 4

,Classroom experience has shown that children'sprogress
on.,'the Orientation 'Ehallenge may be poor, if the teacher and,

students do not reach a cqmmon under*tanding of what the, .

challenge'is beforebeginningworkOn it. Having no shared
focus for their wdrk, the children will lack the motivipion_.

. 4n1erent in Working together to Solve a reel problem. As,

a resulfthey may quickly lose interest.
_

! -..t-kindergarten class had trouble getting started on

a Challenge bf how to get tO.know more about tg'ir
schpol because this Challenge was,presented to them .

the teacher without any discussions-on-the-sub=-
Ject. Brost vf the students were quite.slow in rec-

ognizing the need fOr finding out.more about the
'Whileothe class dig decide to visit the

school office and cafeteriato talk to personnel and
find.out What they did, it was not until several .t

4M6Af/ater,,after repeated attqmpts bp the teacher'
c to aroriiie interest in the challenye, that the stu-

, t dents d*cided 66 focus.the.4 challelme on finding .

A out ahat Ohat went on in Airst-grade classes. This
'.nageoWer-tchallengewas easier,for.them tO deal With

neciuse they were Yenuinely interested in what their '
exper.iences in school would le during the next year.

#
*

,...Initial Work on the Challenge. Once a class has decided to work on an Orientation chal-
lenge, USMES sessions should be held,several times a week,

. ,

.. but they need not be rigidly scheduled. When'sessiOns are
held after long intervals, students often,haVe difficulty
remembering exactly where'they:were in their investigations
and their motentnm diminishes.,

4 2 ' ,.......,

Whet students begin work on theirchallenge, they list

ti 3 4 _ .
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asPects of the problem that they wish to investigate. This
procedure is cothined with or follImed by preliminary ob-
servations and/or opinion surveys to idenfify features of
the problem that otber people feel ate critical.

. i)

T6 Agln work on a challenge of helping new students
adjust to the school, a sixth-grade class listed the
difficulties that new students mighttave: (1) find-

.-.ing their way'around the building, 12) learning new
4, rules, schedules, and procedures, (37 meeting teach-

ers and classmates, and (4) dealing with new waYs of
learning, teaching, and grading. .Some students then
visited classes to observegeneral classroom setups
while others prepared survey,questions,to determine
which of these difficulties new students most 8ften
encountered.,

.

Next, the students usually categorize.their suggested ap-
proaches, grouping similar ideas togeiher. Often a class

t
divides into groups to.attack the'different aspectt.of he

problat. It is important that the class set priaride for
the tasks they consider necessary so thataame groups o.not

hecome stalled in their progress because others haVe not
Completed their work.

1

One eighth-grade class decided to develop a combin-
ation'of ways ifo solve their.problem. They divided

into groups to work on a')ide/tape Show, write-ups
about new students, schgel booklets, and meetings
with new students, their parents, and their teachers.

As various groups complete their work, their members join
other groups or form new groupi to'work,on,a4itional tasks.
However, if, too,tany groups are formed, work on the chal-

lenge can become fragmented. ,The teacher"Tinds,it impos-
:sible to be aware of the progress and problems of each group;
in addition, the small nutber of students. in each group
lessens the Chance for varied inpurandanteraction.

44.



Refocusing on the Challenge

Resources for Work on the Challenge

01

As a class works oniln Orientation challenge, the chil-
'dren's attention should; from time to tine, be refocused on
.that challenge so that they do not lose sight of their over-

all goal. Refocusing id particularly important with younger
children.because they have a shorter,attention'span. Teach-

ers find it helpful to hold,periodic class discussions that
include group reports. Such sessions help the'students re-
yiew what they have accomplished and what they still need to
do in order to find 'some solutions to the problem. 'These
discussions also provide an opportunity for Students to
.participate both in evaluating their awn work and in exchang-
ing ideas with their classmates. (Another consequence of .

having too many groups is t not every groupbcan be given

enough tine to report to lass, thereby increasing tile

possibility that the childr s efforts will oVerlap unnec-

essarily.)

The kindergarten teacher found that the'class needed
to be. reminded cbnstantly of.what their challenge was.
Their short attention span seemed to be lengthened
and their interest increased when she asked them .

spscific.qpestions to encourage_them toward_a_solti7
tion of their problem. For exampae, to the question

of how they.would find out what they wanted to know
about first grade,the children suggested talking to
first graders and L&firstzgrade teachers and visit-
ing first-grade classes, EVentually they visited
some of the first-grade classrooms and later arranged
for one of the first-grade teaghers to come to their
Wass and speak to them'abouesomd of the activities
Oey could expect in first grade..

When children try to decide on solutions before collect- .
ing abd analyzing enough data or encounter'difficulttes
ddring their investigations, an USHES.teacher helpi-Out.
Instead of giving anSwers or suggesting specific proeddres,
the teacher asks open-ended questionsthat,stimulate the
stddents to think Wore comprehenSively and creattvely about
their work. For example, iistead of telling students that
therneed to survey other students to find odt what infor-
mation they may want, the teacher might ask, "How can you
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,find out what other students wane to know?" Examples of

Other nondirective, thoUght -provoking questions are given

in section B6.
The teacher may also refer students to the "How To" Cards,

Which provide information about specific Skills, suth as

using a stopwatch or drawing graphs. If many students, or

even the entire class, need help in particular areas, such
as using fractions, the, teacher Should condnct skill see-

' sions as these'needs arise. (Background Papers provide

teachers with additional inforMation on specific problems
associated with some challenges and on general topics ap-

plicable to most challenges.)
USHES teachers can slab assist students by making it pos-

Bible for them to carry out tasks involving hands-on activ-

ities. If children need to collect data outside of their
classroom--at another school, on the playground, in other-

parts of the school., or in other clastrooms - -the teacher can.. t

help withsCheduling and'superiasion. If the children want

to,design and construct signs of other items, the teacher
should make sure that they have access to a Design Lab - -any

collection of tools and materials kept in a centrarlocation
(in_part_of-ihe_claisroam,_on,a_per,table,,cariPr ill a --

uN Separate room). ,(See section A for further details'about

the Design Lab.)
Valuable as it is, a Design Lab is'not netessaiy to begin

work-on an USi.iES challenge.. The Design Lab is used only
when needed,,and this need may not arise during early work
on the challenge. 'To carry out consttottion actiiiities in'

schools without Design Labs, students may scrounge or borrow
tools and supplies,from parents, local businesses,' or'other

meibers of the'community.

One eightip-grade clasa responded successfully to
theV4entation challenge*without using the Design .

lab. They started by discussinO'the problems faced

, by newcomers and divided into groupdto investigate
different appects. Gne group proauced a erchool

handbook, another made a alide/tape shOw, and a
thirld group made a scale 1ap f the school.

Cne fourth-gradeclass worked successfully on'the
Orientation unit without,6 ng a Design Lab. The

claire made and decorat .aite Tri-NallopoSters to

which they attached v ioUs letters, pictures, and

.17



Culminating Activities

drawings of their new school. These posters were

then set up as a display area for parents during a
parent-teacher conference day.

-

The extent to whiCh any'Design Lab is used varies with
.different classes and difftrent,units because the-children
themselves determine the direction of the investigations.

Student investigatgons generally continue uniil the Chil-

dren have agreedupon and implemented same Solution to"the

problem. Classes focusing_on the problems of new students'
and the school may choose to arrange a "buddy" sYstem, pre-
pare a slide/tape show about the school,facility andoschool.
'prOgram, and/or hold an orientation meeting for,new students
and their loarenth early in the semester.. Studenta.investi-
gating ways ta orient new studentS and their families to the
community may form a."Weltome Wagon" Cammitteerto visit the
homes of new students or-prepate-a-booklet-to-describe---.
recreational, educationaL'and,cultural facilitits in the

community.

One second/third-grade class organized a program to

, orient themselves and the other primary class to

theintermediate unit. The program consisted of
slides of the intermediate unit, posters showing
drawings of the intermediate'classrooms, in expla-
nation of the curriculum obtained by interviewing
teachers, and a guettion-and-answer period. After
the prograM had been presented, the students arranged,
tours df the intermediate unit fat members of their

class. All of them felt that theirefforts had.beeh
success.01 and they were no fonger apprehensive about
entering the intermediate luldt.

Studenpsin one sixthzgrade class developed a slid /
tape presentation, an informational boolgetabout the

school, and i'booklet o infOrMatian cm new stud nts .

to help new'Students 'ind other people unfamalia with

the school. They also organized.4n orientatio meet.-

ing for new students and their parenti. A

4 9
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3. USE OF ORIENTATION IN THE
,PRIMARY 4GLADES

611.
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,

Children in the primary gtadei ma01ecirme verTinvolvpd
in the Orientation unit while-working oi eiclass challenge
of finding ways to help themselvek-br othelis.aaapt to-.e ne4

situation. 'Although theit,entry leVel'to the-challenge'and'
their sophi4ication.with the investigation wilI certainly"
be different from that bf intermediate:grade childrenther-
will-be.able to-propose pbtsible-,solutionsi.collect and-in--

,terpret data, an& takeeffectiveaction to meet theitchal-

lenge. . A change in gride'level'br questions about;avairlable
community resoutcps may bethebasim fora-Wely discdision-
-Wtesponse ta the,teacherts questioni;fto you'ever wondei
about next yeailn-school?" or, 'hoc, Voil,knOw whaeiplaces

there are in the community*for.ue-tunse?
.=0.!.....'Studenti.in one kindergarten class becime iiterested in

finding,out What ta expaect in first grade: Their activities:

included making maps of the.kindergirten and firstTgrade:,"
-hills.and getting to the firit-gradelall; visiting andtaikr

ing to some firitgraderiand first-grade teaChers.aboUt

what they did in school, and,inviting One of:the first-grade-
teachersto come totheir-clase,and,speak to thee about a..

typioal day in f3rst grade: 'Once they knewsomething about

first'grade, they began t" lookrfarward enthUsiasticalli to

the nex yea .
Clais discusSions.of how theAildrenleel about'entering

,the intermediate grades piovide,a forum for the children to

voice their cOnceineafid.+xieties!abbutthi-new.situatiOn
they,face. 'A positive reiponse from students tqa questibn

about whetherkno4ing abdUt something mikes-it eisier, more-
enjoyable,-andltsi frightening.leads'haturafly.tO theclasi,
challenge,,"Letja find ways to hilp-ourielves-and other atur

dents in out'grade,level idapt to the intermediate,grades:'!,

2 Intirder.tb seta com4etelist of thiConcerns,:of their
peers,eome Classes decide.to develop and idsinister,4,sur-

'vey tA other classes.before.deciding what to doc.,Other

classes 'may decide to.confine the snrvey to their Own clime_

A trial,withiw,the classr6om viillAuickly.show that survey
questioneshould.be:clear and-concise it order to-obtain

the desired Information.the trjal Wili alio shciithaithe ,

numbet-bf questions shouldlm kept tolaminimum"becauie:of

4 the time_consume& in tallying the results...The childien

mightilso decideio.sUrVera-sampleof students rather:than
the whole Student body'.

Once, the data hiVe,been collected, the children'will.have

to. put it in'i form that-can-be interPtetedl,data represen- '

itation cin takethe formuof simple graph, br charts,,the%

IneparatiOn bf which is,en etfective mathematics.exiperiince.

21
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In other classes aeveiil groups may form io develo0 varr

..1
Amis. alpects of an orientation program. ,Teachers in some
primiry..clasSes work. with the whole.c1 s on one'aspect of
the piobiem at a time. .The children nay be intereeted in
preparing a student directory of names, addressesand phone
nuMbers of.all students scheduled to be in theintermediate
grades the following year. This can beacComplished in any
number y ways, such as (1) gating the informatiod directly

. from th students or (2)16sing'lists already prepared by the
'school office. Aeveral of the interested students may begin
to collect data on the costs of various printing methods.
They may present their data to their,classMates during a
'full claisdiscussion and decide together the coat per boa
of various methodi by,making a slope diagram. With the ,

costs calculated, the chil4ren Make adeciaion on holt to.
-reprodUce their bdoklets. ,

The en,may aleoldeem it extremely important to pre-

i

pare maps o the intermediate classioors:Andapecial facil-,
ities. The children might use graph paperand,convert th r

Measurements to "blocks qn the piper to accompliSh this.
This process wouldrinvolve meisuring and offer the chance

ih, for the ac isition ofnel_csicills orthe practice of old -

oiiesCIiT and group discussions,May help'thlm realize
that o ermanent parts of the rqom, Such-aa-walla, doors,

Jand windows, should be included since,thefurniture coul"be
ürangeI ,differenity the folloWing'year. These tasks are :

made sier bY the fact that thi.children have a reason to
.chet em. The clasi might also-decide tq make ,a iiiple pre-
sentation of some of the curri6ulumactivities in which they
would_,be involyed. The-preseniatiOn would be based on their
bbservations.of'activities# survey information, and,inter-,
views with intermediate students:. andrteachert.

The children might eventuallyfollow,up an earlier idea
of conducting tours for other stadents Of the,intermediate
area. ,Students Would determine areaa of interest and num-
bers of Students interested, plan the tours, andacquire,the
permission of,the teachers inYolved. Once the tour is,mapped
out, .trial runs Might be timed to help students formulatea.
'sChedule for-the tours. They Might base.their sdhedule on
the median of the trial timesmedians can be determined
esiily bl'chiidrenju the primary gradei.

As, these activities Continue, frequent class discuiiions
are held'in which groups report to the clais, 'decisions are

'made, and students help.each "other with problems that.de- ,

velop. Questips (as needed) frOm the teacher serve as a
continuing focua On the problem and ai a way of judging

which, if,any, new skills are aeeded. The.children might de-
,
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cide to evaluate the effectiveness of .their efforts after'
their 'orientation program 11 complete. This ,may hemaccom-

,plished throUgh* discUtsiond or surveys
UMW goal of iinparting:to childretv the power of

Using concrete inveitigaticins as the basiefor :decision
Making csn7be realired in the primary grades. .In addition,-
the interdiicipliriary: nature and the development ,of
personal re1ations-321.MM, activitiei sapecially helpful
in the development o the "whole": child; At 'an esarly .age
children seethe _interrelationship among "languagsrarts, math-
ematics,, science, and social science.' After:Aiding on this "
specific, unit, the siiity face other new. situations:.
with a reduced, level.of apprefiension:.

' , . .
. .

The following flow chart presents ,some, of the.undent;',
, ';.activitiesscussions, o erva Ons,..calCulations, con-

structionsthat may .oecur, dur work 'on an Orientation ,,
_cha41.enge..--Becauseach will,choos,e-itcown-74proach

e to the-Challenge, the sequences. of .aents iivZlhere repre-
sent only ii feW:of the many,pOssible,variations. Further- .:

more, no ,one class -it expected to undertake sll the ,activi-
ties listed.

, The.flck_chart is not a lesson plan and: shOUld not be*,
. toted as one. Instead, it illustrates-how domprehensive in-
vestigations evolve; from the' students ', discussion -of.. an. OrientatiOn problem.* ' . ,-,. ,-

-'

, , " 76'
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4111enge: .Find wOs to help yourselves and4or.otheis 'adapt to new situationq.

Optional, Preliminary Actitrities: jUSMES Unit: Getting There

4,

VS

01

-11r--

ftssiblez: pass Discussion: New situat4ns faced at school or in the community:

Student problems, feelings,.

Activities: 4
Datepollection: Design,and,distribution of

questionnaires to find out how 'other students

feel about new situations: which ones are '

problems, etc.

DataRepresehtailon: Tally of dte from

survey; dra

I

bar graphs,ohistograMS, ling
graphs, sca ter 'graphs. Calc&lation of medi-

ans, ranges, ratios,and percentgges.

Class Discussion: Selection of eituation(s) fo investigate(newcoMers too'

school, new'teachers, busing of students, moving to new'school or community,
-substitute teachefs, changing grades, etc.).

Data C011ettion:
tribution of questionnaire to,find

out how students feeLabout chosen
ituation, how they would like to

imp ve it, what they would like

to kn

Data Representation: Tally and

graph data: bar,graphs, line
,graphs, histograms; scatter graphs.
Calculate medians, ranges, ratios,

and percentages.

Data Collection: Design,

and distribute additiona3,
surveys otr-inerviewa 6w
'fill in gaps in dat*.

"

4

t
Tata:Collection: Interview al
teachers/staff/parents to find

out how theY feel,about the
situation, and what they would

like done.

Data'Representation: Tally and

,graph'data: bar 'graphs, line

graphs, histograms, scatter graphs.
Calculate medians, ranges,'rettios,

and perCentages.

Data Collection: fincLout

what is done already in
other dchools/commfinities
td help the situation.

Class biaeussion': What orientation program is

done in other-schotasetc.? Evaluation of re-

sults of surveys, assessment-.of size and makeup

of sample. Decision omorientation "program"
they should work on, (slide/tape show, booklet,

film, directory, etc.) or'direct action they

'should take.

56

Data Collection: To

assess effitacy of.
rOrientation program
at present school, in
other schools/commu-
nities.
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'.'Class Discussion: . What orientation program is,done in other schools, etc.?
!Evaluation of results of surveys, aasessment of size and makeup of sample.
!Decision on orientation "program" they should laik on (slide/tape show,<, 'I

1!booklet; film, directory,-etc.) or direct action they should take.
. =. 1 ...MHO =1 WNW. 1 ZINO 1 ammo wrodow

1

Presentation of data to principal
to get permission ior proposed
"program" or other Action.

4

IFormillating rules

of behavior.
Data Collection: Taking
photographs and designing
layout.

1

.25

Data Collection: Measurements
for maps of chool, area, etc.

Xtoduction of otientation "program" or trial of new rules..

/

Data Collection:. Getting
informaiiion and material,

for bdokiet,-directory,
slide/tape show, eta.

1

Ttial of new rules in specific
. .

situation.,
Presentation of orientatiat program"
to priacipal, etc., for aCceptance by,
schdal.

Jr

Class Discussion: Evaluating quality of "program, additional material'
needed, suggested revisions; assessing reiults of new.tules.

Presentation of. "piogram" or actiolkto target population.

Collection and Analysis of.Data: To test efficacy of "program"

Optional
Follow-Up
ActiVities:

USMES Unit:

Getting Mere
USMES Unite
Advertising

USMES Unit:
Manbfacturing
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5. A COMPOSITE LdO*

-.

This hypothetiCal lccount of,#n
intermediati:-level cjasi describes
many 8ithe Activities and dispUs-
sions mentioned in thq flow: chart0
The comPosite log shows only one .

.of the many progressionsof,Avehts ,

that mightodevelop as a Cl'ass

vestigates the Orientation. challenge.
Documehted events from actual.dlasies
are italicized and set aparefrom the
teit.

I 59

A

'Whenaeveral students are late,on thelirst day.bf school,'
they explain that fhey. had tronble in finding, their new-

classroom. Theteacherasks what other problems the stu7
dents are having in being a riew class. Some stUdents3

say that manY of their friends.are in other classes. Othtrs

say that it's hard having a different teacher:" One boy
remarks that he has moved inlb a newmeighborhood and-feels..
as if'he is A new student in the schoOl because he.has to '

walk to school a new way. The teacher, asks the Class to.

think about the problems that new studentallave and'whether
the-Y could'do anything to helP them.-

. While involved in a handwriting lesson, a'studeri&
in a combinatian second/third7grade:class ihrrOwa
City, Icwa, wondered,aloud whether or.npt the.cur-
sive a4habeewtuld be ,aisplayed.abovesthe cha4-
bOard in'the intermediate.classrooms to'which the:
third graders woUldbe isSigned the.following
,The teacher asked the children to Share their

-thoughts aboutentering-the.intermediate_unit,_
After mUch discussion:the children decided to find .
ways to'help theniselveS".and other.thad graders.
adapt to the intermediate unit. ('See log.ly

Dorot)y Wiikening.f.

The,next.day the atudentsilistedall theproblems thly

tnink that, new atudentp might_nave, including,(l) not' '
having friends, (2) not4nowingjway arffind school, (3),not

;. knowing rules.of school,.:and (4)not kñot.ing any'.of the- f

teacheia.
,

!:

BecauSe'-they'Were being temporarily,poiised in,an-

Other s'chool while theie,hew schOol 'was' being'

linished,:a,fourth7grade
MinnesOta-btlan Wdiscussing, how:they felt about
their surroundingS.,,When they. decided td:tind,-out
abone.:their'new school,.they'llsted on:three boards

. all the thingS.:they Wnted.to know,

::

4

. ,-*Written
.by USMES stIff

00 I"

rt
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How to get to know people.
Where the lockers and bathrooms are...
Were there tables, desks, or desk suitcases?.

How would grading be done? .

How many'per room? :
Size of library, lunchroom, playground.
Were the rooms carpeted?

(See log by Grace Stormoen.)

One student,suggests that they can make a handbook or

student directory that could be given to new.students. The

teacher asks whether the handbook might also be useful to

new teachers, teacher aides,.or student teadhers. The stu-

dents reply that it couldibe used by everyone. The class

then brainstorms things that should be in fhe booklet. The

virious suggestions inplude (1) a nap of the sdhool building,

(2) a list of students and teachers, (3) a list of after-

school clUbs, (4) a list'of school rules, and (5) a descrip-

tion of the-school progrAm.

-

In a class in Iowa 'City, ..TOWa, studenti working

on the school bOoklet-committee met to discuss

the length of the boo414 and to decide on writing

assignments. A list of the subjects to be in-

cluded in the booklet had been developed by the

entire,class during an earlier discussion. Enough

copies had to be printed.to insure distiibution to

new parents and students at a meeting scheduled

mid-way through the first semester' to familiarize

them with the school prograM. (See log by Flofence

. Duncan.)

Students in a combluation fifth/sixth-grade class

in Lansing, hichigan, decided to publish a Class

newspaper to keep parents informed.of student ac-

tivities. During a class discussion the children '

suggested several ways,of selecting staff to work

on the paper, discussed each method, and decided

to base their decision on the results of a teacher-

prepared test. The eightchildren who scored the

highest on the test Met as a committee to delineate

necessary jobs and decide on waYs their classmates

could be involved in the project. (From log bY,

Diedra Boles.) .



While discussing the contents of ihe booklet, one stu-
dent says that photographs would help. The suggestial is
then madethat they could mike a slide/tape show and show
it to parents at the PTA meeting. Another student says
that they could also show it to other classes. The class
discusses the possibility of making both aillooklet and a
slide/tape show. They' find tlyit enough Students are in-
terested in eachlof the two Projects to make good-Sized
working groups. ,One student suggests that slides made by
the group making the slide/tape show,could be enlarged and
put in the booklet as photographs. The class agrees to work
on the two projects but to repOrt frequently to see how any
work might be shared.

During the next several sessions the groups begin working
on their problems. One girl from the group preparing infor-

mation for the booklet writesa letter to tip principal of
the School to request an:interview to obeaiii material about
orieniing new students to the school. Other students write
to request permission to photograph parts of the school.

To obtain information about their new school, the
Burnsville studentt wrote letierk with question-
naires enclosed to the principal, assistant prin-
cipal, media specialist, art teacher, gym teacher,
and music teacher. They prepared and critiqued
several drafts before the letters were finally
sent out. (See log by Grace .1tormben.)

After receiving permission to photograph portions of the
school, the,group working on the slide/tape show makes a
list of the areas they 'feel would be most beneficialAto--'
photograph. They obtain a camera, purchase film and flash-
bulbs, and begin to take slides argahd the school. They'de-
cide to limit the list to twenty since that is the number
of pictures on their roll of film. They finish taking pic-
tures and send the film off to be developed.

The students in the Athens class iound that it
would be less expensive for them to take their own
slides than to duplicate slides that were avail-
able to them. They borrowed a camera, purchased
film and flashbulbs, and took pictures around the
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*
schoolVhey tried to show as many sixth graders
as poss le beOause the show was for incoming sixth
graders. '(See log.ky Sherry Malone.)

The group working on the student directory makes a list
of the various items they feel should be included. Some o

these,are 'students' names and telephone numbers, schoo
stories; teachers' names and pictures, class schedules,
locations of recreation afeas, puzzles, and school teams.
They realize that all of these cannot be Cñcluded because
of space limitations, and they decide to urvey the school

to find out which items are preferred. On'bb e survey form

they list all the items that were mentioned int3le class
discussion, and they ask each student to indicate'the five,
items he considers the most imp-ortant.--They then write the
survey on a dittb master and run off enough copies to survey
one class at each grade level:since there are too many stu-

dentskin the,school for everyone to be allowed to respond.
..

A survey group was formed in the Iowa City primary
class to determine what information other third
graders wanted to knoW a.bc,ut the.intermediate unit.

Two committee members administered the survey in the

other class. The data was comRiled by the entire

committee and graphed. The information was pre-

sented to the class and incorporated into class
plans,'for example, several of the students surveyed
wanted to know about the curriculum in the inter-
mediate unit--a topic not previously selected by the
group--and the class agreed to gather the informa-

tion for them., (See log by Dorothy Wilkening.)

While the students working on thi slide/tape show are
waiting for their slides to to returned, they begin to write

the script for the show. At first they merely repeat what

could be seen in the picture. However, after reading some

of 'these descriptions to the rest of the class and getting

negative reactions, they decide to,rewrite the script to

make it more interesting. In order to get a broader spec-

trum of ideas, they ask the whole class to help them by

looking at the slides when they come batk from the developer

and offering their comments.

63
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Figure B5-1

_
The Iowa City cZass ltd two different groUps work-
iiq on the slide/tape show which caused some prob-
lems. CoordinatiOn ofthe slides taken by one groUp
with the dialog writtah by another group was impos-

.

sable until the two groups began working together.
Written comments re made as the slides were.viewed
and were later tu ed.10to a final script. (See log
by.Florence Dunc .)

The next session is spenCon this activity since:the
slides have come back. Everkone has some comnent to make,'
and the process of rewriting Ls very slow.'' Finally, the
script is ready, and a readeeis chosen..

1

,The Athens class prepared khietr slides and wrote

the script by'flashing thelslides on the screen and
pooling their comments on each slide. Several stu-
dents auditioned for the poh*t of the reader. A
taped sample of each ones .eading was giVen to, the ,
language arts instructor fok her evaluation. She
choSe the one to be the'reaher and offered comments .

on speech errors. (See.log iby Sherry Malone.)
1

The stud t directory group gots their survey badk and
begins to t lly the responses; lifting the "How To",Cards,
they make a bar graph of the.nuMbier of responses for each /,.

item (see Figure B5-1). They find that the items receiving
the most votes are the student's iname, Address, phone number,
teacher, and, sports team membershOp. They design a form
with these itemsfon it andask thkschool secretary to.ditto

4 it. They .11en distribute the form'id-allhe classes.

, .

A class in East Lansing, Michigan, that waS making
a school directory prepared a grid form for each
student. The grid had spaces for the name, address,
phone number, birthday, team, homeroom, tribe, and
*grade.' Each student took some of the forms Eo hiS
asSigned homeroom and answered questions about the"
form. Three days'later all the forms had been re-
turned. (Prop log by Howard Xing.)

005
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During the class discussion of the.two Projecti, the

slide/tape group becomes interested In fhe idea of a survey

because they want to make,sure that their show answers ques-

tions that-new students beim about the school. They decide,

to distribute a survey.to new students. The questiond will

be designed to.ideUtify what activities,.rules, etc:, thine

students would like to have _icnown w4en they started, in the

schdol. They feel that the answers to some of these ques-
,,

tibns will help-not only new students but also teachets

coming into their school.
Diming the class discussion the booklet group aske

whether the photographs and questions could be used in a

larger student handbook. Some members Of the 'Class point

out that a student handbook.may be too great an undertaking

unless the school admiastration is willing to3help them'

with it. One student-suggests that a map of the school

woUld be a great help to new students mid that it could be

included in e,student handbook. The class finally,decides

,to go aheid and publish the school directory as soon as

possible and..then start working On a larger litudent haUd-

book.
-`

.The student directory group-finally receives their forms

and,, by checking the student roster in-the office, finds

that-eVerfone-had-ritUrted a form. They -decide to list the-- --

nameialphabetically and io hiressome of their parents to

/ type stencils. They feel that fthey cannot-afford tO.supply

a directory to every student ii the school,and that the° '

-best solution is to Charge for the directory. However,

fhey mist fitst find haw much each copy will cost.

In tV. East(Lansing class ,the students decided to

list the names alphabetically and to have the gi-

rectory printed. One student acted aspurchasing

agent and investigated the prices of paper. They

figured,they would-need fifteen pages to get all

the names in and estimated that they would need

300 copies. Several of,the students' mothers,typed

stencils for $.50 each, and one artistic student -

then,illustrated,each page with cartoons of sporting

activities.4(i'rom lbg by Howard King.)

The group finds that the cheapest paper they can buy is

that aupplied'by the school, and they decide'to use that.

They ask the class about the cover. Everyone Wants to use

a "fifty" cover,cas on a,regular telephone book. One/Btu,:

66
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"
dent ,then invedtigates"thar cost and possible colors of this

''. type-of paper. The class decides on yellow but is surprised

. at the tóst. The grOupithen asks whether the rest of the- ,

class can help them for a few days in preparini,the books
for sale. The class agrees to help when the pages have been

run off.

J

The Iowa City clais based theirselection of a
printer for 'their school.booklets on.cosf and qual-

ity. The class decided tp,hold atbake sale to cover
'the costs of printing both the school booklet and
the write-ups of new students. °During a class dis-
cussion, students decided pn tbe title and credits

for the booklet. Committee members chose green for
the color of the cover and yellow for the.coldt of

'the pages of the booklet. When the.printed copies
were complete,,the'class collated and stapled the
booklets and verified the page order of each one.
(See log by Florence Duncan.,

,

The slide/tape'gioup, avdes-thlt they could include a map
of the ichool in their ihow by,trying to find blueprints for
accurate measurements, Iowever, because these are not

available and:because th only map they can find is inade-
quate, they decide to measure the.building themselves using
a trundle wheel and then to construct a scale map.

The measuring group of the Iowa City primaiy clas
decided,to prepare-maps Of various rooms in the in -

termediate.unit. They worked in groups of two, .

preparing a rough sketch of the school and cpllect-'

Ing Measurement data. Many of the children decided'

to convert their measurements from inches to feet
before selecting apPiopridte scales for their Maps.
They used the "How To" Cards on making a drawing

to scale. "(See log by Dorothy.Wilkening.)

The Athens class obtained a surveyor's tape measUre
and beganmeasuring the :building. They'decided,to

round off each meastirement",to the neaiest not.
When they had finished, they, showed the map to the

class. Some children said.the map was not correct

4



And measured the building
/that the two wings of the
r1Lca.L, as the first group

SherrylNalOne.) ,

themselves'. They found .

building were not symmet-
had4Ssumed. (See log by

Two children in the lbwa,City:class eiperienced
difficulties while,preparing a scale drawing of the
school to be included in the booklet.. ihey worked
from an existing map of the school. One of the stu-

.

dents discovered an error In the scale indicated on
the map. Thejeacher held a ikills session on the
method of determining the sdale from'a blueprint or
a sketch.. In additidnIthe children used 'ihe "How
To" Oar& on making a scale driWing. .They:measUred
several areas of the school, compared the measure-
ments witja-the scale, and discovered the greor.
(See log by Florence Duncan.)

Having finished their measuiing, the group 4/aws their

map of the school. They use the "How To" Cards on scaling
to reduce the map to a size Which will fit on one sheet of
paper. When ihe,reduction ii finished, One sivaent draws
the map to scale on a stencil and copies,are run off. When
they show the map to thg class, the student diregtorY group
asks whether they can use p copy in the directory. The "

group readily agrees to this.

Two students in tile Athens class decided to make
a student handbook for incoming studentt. Thby

, planned to write, illustrate, and type it them-
selves. The class suggested various items, such as
sample lunch menus and placesito go, that might be

, included. The map of theschool (reduced to scale)
was also included in the handbook.' (See log by

. ,

'Sherry *alone.)

The student directory group receives all the copies of
the pages of their directory and finds that they will have
to charge twenty-five cents for each copy in order to make
any profit. For ope nession the whole class helps collate '

and staple the directories together. Members of the group
then sell them during lunch break fnd recess. Tlie directory

sells well and modt comments About.it are favorable.

44Q8
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The East Lansing class formed a coiporation% with
their own bank account. The'CostiCetheir-produc-,''
tion was $38. TSey.figured that they would have to
charge 250 for each directory to-make a pz'ofit.

They set up anassembly line in the Iiipah ro6m and
proceeded to asSemble the books. ?Men they had,fin-

'' ishedts'they42ad 328,books, They soil the,direátor-
ies:during lunch andefter school foi two:weeks.,
Th4 alsamade announcements over the,public address
system to remind students to buy directories. Asa
reSh/t, they sold,290 diiectorIes.°' (From log by'
Howard Xing.)

The Athens class found Oat /Tinting costs,for the
. stuaent handbook were far ,greater than theg Could

afford. EVerg printer guoted,them a price over
$100. ,They,werd'eager to produce the handbook s4nce

' the,principa1 apd teachers, as well as the students,
thought,it was an excellent idea.'sj They then found

that they co&ld duplicate 100 copies for only 70 a
;copy. Unfortunately, the school.secretary could not

. get the. stencils 6ped_lefdpq.thia end of school. .

. However, she agreed to do ieover405Cation. 'The two '

boys planned to c011ectthe bookl from her at the

ltX7,p9begirthing of Aegust,,duplicate it d themonih,
ami'distribute it to'new sixth gi ders at ,the beT' ,

84.nning,ortheschool'yeaxt (See log by Sherry
Mappe.)

.
,

s, P .

-The slide/tape show group /uts,the finishing touches on :

their script and' adai'a feitsliaes that other students feel .

are importani: They:show the result to the principaland '''

_he is quite pleaSed with the result. He compliments them
on'their work ak:gsks whether they would like to prgsent
their prograT at the next Parent/Teacher meeting.

,

class ih Athens,fin4shed the script for ihe
' slide/tape showut several attempts to record it
were,Spoiled by nOise ana interruptions. The six
students working on the,slide/tape shad were asked
by the Counselor tp Fisit the.three eleMehigry
schools in the area to present the show.tditbe stu-
dents wpoiwould be cOming,to the Hilsman,SChoo1

u

eQ
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the next year. They would introduce the slide/tabe
sh3i and answer queations about the school. When
the time came'fbr them to present the show, the tape
portion had not yet been recorded;.so they simply read
the script while the slides were being shown. They
then took the new students on a tour of the school
building. (See log by Sherry Malone.)

During the spring the clawbegins..to think of the prob-
lems they might have in the school they will be entering in
ihe fall. They decide to find out what information will be
available to them as new students and whether they can pre-
pare a similar orientationprogram for the'other school.
They decide to write a letter to the,principal of-the school
requesting the orientation materials that are available.

After looking over the student handbook that was sent to
them from the middle school, they decide to request permis-
sion to photograph areas of the, school and. collect informs-

tion,they feel would help themselves and other new students
to the school.

0

-
.ThwAthens class worked on or tiny themselves to
the high school they would attend the next year.

.2"hey interviewedlthe principal, photographed areas
around the school, and dis1ri1uted a questionnaire
to the ninth graders to fijid out what infbrmation
would have been useful to em. (See log by Sherry
Malone.)

- Theogroup working on the middle school orientation fin-
ishes their survey form andobt4ns permission to disttibute
'it at the mane school. The folm includes such questiOns
as "check the Tour things Which you found most confusing
when you entered the.piddle school: new building, new class-
rooms, new teachers,. MAW students, new rules, new books, new
courses." After they distribute the survey form at the
schoolpIhey have their interview with the principal. He,

answers many of theit questions about the school and provides
them:with a map of the ichool: He tells them that their work
may be considered when a school handbook is prepared.

35
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For a parent-teacher Confeience for parents of all
students going to the new school, the Buinsville stu-,
.dents prepared a large pbster display of.infOrmation
about their new sChool. TO large sheets of
painted various colors they attached posters-, letters
to teaChers and replies, letters to students and re- .

plies,. questionnaires, pictures they had taken'of .

the new school, drawing.tof both the indide and the'
outside de the new school,,grapbs of information re--
deived from varidus classrooms, pictures of students
in action, and a sample of the newsletter they mere
producing. In all there were sixteen large'posters
.and a selection of twenty ilidet showingtbe-tol
uhder construction. (See log by Grace Sioxmoen.)

;

'. .
. .

,

6.- QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER What new situationt_have you had to face at school or in

INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS the comtuniq?
.. . .

How-do you-I, feel-When-(newsituation)l-
. . .

. ,

11;

How could you find out fiow others feel in (new situdtion)?

What would make people feel better about (new situation) 2

How could you find out vhat other'students think would
make them feel better about it?

What can we do to help.students feel betterabout (new;
situation)?

How could you organize yourselves to best collect the
data you'neel;

HOV big should YOur sample be/-

119w shOuld you pi& your sample?

Will ,the aeswers you iit,from your questionnaire really .

tell yoU what you want to"khow?'

What Is a good maY, tO keep a reCord of -yOur. data?

'et

2
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411 How can you make a picture ofyour data?

411 What does the range of your data tell you?

What does the median of yout data tell You?

What canyou do to make ate orientation "program",better?

What will help you coniince other peiple that your
II program" will help?

*
.

What plans need to be mode for presenting your "program"?

. ., / .

To which group of people dhouldsour "program" be
piesented? ';

- -, .

'

. .

* - '. .

How can you find out if your "program" makes people feel
beiter about (new-situation)?

,

s.

73
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C. Documentation

1. LOG ON ORIENTATION

by Dorothy Wilkening*
Ernest Horn School; Grades 2-3
Iowa City, Iowa
February 1975-May 1975)

ABSTRACT
This class of second and thlrd graders began their in-

vestigations of the Orientation challenge asa way,of help-
ing themselves and others'adapt to the intermedrate unit to
which many would be moving in the fall. The children Soon
agreed to share the information they planned to gather with
the other combination secohd/#hird-grade class. The.other
class was surveyed to determinewhat they wanted to know. ,.
about the intermediate unit; once the data,had been.cd-
lected and analyzed, the children used the results as an
additional guideline for their,inveStigations.. The chil-
dren worked in several grbups which included a survey
group, a measuring group, a directory group, and'a s1ide
group-ln preparing materials and gathering information.
This information was-presented by them at.an orientation
meeting for themselves, the other second/third-grade class,
and several mothers. In addition to preparing a student
directory and-slide show, -the .claqs-erranged to-spend-one
half-day in a fourth grade class at which timethey got'a
sense of what being in fourth grade would involve.

During a class-meeting in early February I told my
students abouvan incident that,had taken place earlier in ,

the day. -While involVed in a handwriting lesson, someone
ilad asked whether the cursive alphabetmere displayed above
the chalkboard.-in intermediate rooms aa it is in our room.
The'student was concerned that there would not be a place
to which to refer when unsure of how to miike a certain let-

ter. A classmate commented that aome of the rooms have
them but that the letters are not necessarily in alphabet-

.

ical order.
I asked the children whether they ever_thought about

entering the intermediate unit. I entouraged,each chila to
share his/her thoughts about the move With the rest of'the
class and then.asked students who were afraid of:moving into

a

*Edited by USMES Staff.
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the next unit to raise their hands--e majdrity of the class
raised their hands. We continued to discuss their concerns,

which included the following items:

1. YOu are in a grade where you don't,know a
. loi of people.. \ ,

2. You have to Write in cursive-all the time.
1. là third grade you are the oldest ia primary,

but when you more to intermediate, you are. .

again in the lowest grade.
4. When you are the olde!:t in the grade, you

feel more confident.
5. The work will be hard because we won't know

whatis expected.of us.

-I then tried to focus the children on the problem at hand
by commenting that knowing about something' makes it less

frightening because it\then becomei_familiar. One student

commented that knowing Oout something makes it easy and
fun, while not knowing 16kes it scary.. I reminded the chil-

dren. at they would.be iird graders for four more months
and_a ked_whet er they_wo ld like to find out something

about cant ediite uni .--There was agreement Ibat this

would be od idea, and t e students formulated a preli0i-
nary list of thirigs they wou d like to know:

1% Will theie be a cur4ve alphabet over the

chalkboard?
2. Will we be in 4,fourthorade room'or mixed

in with fifth and sixt graders?

3. Will.we have the same Ichd.of furniture?
4. 'Are there schedules?_ %

5. Do they divide into'grouPe?
.Whai-ire the subjects-they,study?

I suggested that by find ing the answers to their clues-
\

tions about the intermediate unit they\wouId feel more at
home in che fourth grade. I asked my students whether they

knew a wiird for trying to find out about and get acquainted

with something new. After many suggestio s, I introduced "
ale word orientation. Befpre ending the s ssion we dis-

cussed whether or not the second_graders wo ld be interested
since they.would be in,fourth grade in e yta .

The children then discussed'ways to includ the other

combination second/third-grade class in their project. One

of my students suggested that we could survey them to de-
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termine'what they wanted to find out about the intermediate
unit. Seven children, who later became part'of the student
directory group, volrinteered to wdrk on a survey. Once the
survey questions.were developed, each student prepared'a
duplicating master of the surVey; several copies df each
master were duplicated for use in the other class. icopy
of the survey is shown in Figure pi:4.

Members of the survey group decided that two people could
administer the survey. After a lengthy disdussion they de-
cided to'put slips of paper with_their names.on them into a
shoe and select two names. The other secondithird-grade
class was very.reeeptive to the.work my class was doing.
They had many good questions which they wrote on their sur-:.

1.reys. .

The two.children who administered the survey returned
with the completed replies and the coMmittee began to com-
pile the information. I asked the children what theY
planned to do with the information from the $urvey, arid one
child responded that they were going to report'to the rest
of the,class,What th6, found out from the survey., Committee
members hoped that.snme groups could.work on sone of the
problems designated-by other third graders; for example,
several studenti asked-questions-about-the_curriculum_in_the
intermediateunit, something that.could be investigated by
other átudents.

During our next class session, the students who worked
on the survey reported to the class. One meMber said that
the results are written on a piece nf papet. .1 asked the

children what they, could do with the results in order to.'
share them'with everyone and what they planned to do with'
the information. The children responded that they wante4
to find the 'answers to the questions that people had asked

I LviuNt d e.)ii 4 o?
I I

ral 46 U. C10.10.4 .

ex ,
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and 6 report the information to the other classroom. In
addition tiley prepared a.graph of the questions raisedsby,
those students who were surveyed. (A. copy of the graph can
lOseen in Figure C1-2.) Several students then decided to
survey our.gliSs to find out what they would like to know
about the intermediate unit'.

Tbe_other students in Ihe survey group visited a class
rook.teacher:in the intermediate writ to arrange Visits'to
all of,the curriculum areas and check the ichedules, With-

. .the arrangementsmade, the children pianned.their visits.
'and thought of questions,to ask. The areas:covereein-

cluded reading, Math, spelling, social studies, and science.
They planned to lesd,a questio -amd-answer session at'ihe
slide, show presentation. A c rt with the informatioh,they
gathered can be seen in Figure

0
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. I began".the next session hi, restating the challenge:

"HoW can yod go about orienting yourselves'to the upper unit
to which yoti will be moving next year?" The children were
interested in first determining the people to be oriented,
and together we formanted a list that included (1) our
class, (2)-the other second/third-wde class, (3) people
who move ahead a year, (4) parents, (5) telatives, (6) sub-:
stitute teschers, and (7) student teichers.

I asked the children how we could share the'information
that we collected with nil of the people they listed. One

student suggested that we take pictures of theupper unit /

to show to people who would like to see them. A classmate
suggested that we take slides rather than pictures so that
they could be shawn.on a screen. The claps agreed that a
slide show would be better than a book of pictures. No one
knew the cost of slide film or of.developing it; one student
volunteered to gather the information. I asked the children
how they were planning to pay for it and several ways were
suggested:

1. Each child could bring in 25.
2. Find out if there is school moneylor slides.
3, -Find oYt-il-USMES-wOul pay for slides Since

the project had paid for slides,taken of the
class's first unit.

Several children volunteered tp write to USMES about reine-
bursement for slides.

Diming the next class'session we' discussed other ways to
find out nbout,the intermediate ypit besides taking slides.
Other suggestions included (1) a student /directory, (2) a
,get-together party,.(3) ,tours of the unit, (4) making a map

of the unit. Working committees were forthed to act on the
suggestions. The committees were 0.) a measuring group to
prepare maps ofthn intermediate unit, (2) a student direc-
tory group,.(3) a.slide group, and (4) a tour group." They
postponed the formation of committees to arrange tours and
a get-together party yntil the other committee work was
completed. The entire class discussed preliminary plsns for
the.different,groups and'decided.,to begin group workat the
next class session. From this p nt the groups worked simul-
taneously, but separately.for the most part, excett for in-
teractiong during class discussionS. I held class discus-
sions often because I view them as an important part of the
problem solving processthey give other groups a chance
for input into.the activities of each group. For clarity,

I will!report the activities of each group separately.
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Measuring Group
Members of the coMmiitee that was to collect measurements

of the ntermediate unit met with me to discuss their glans.
I arranged the meeting becauge,the children in this group
appeared,unable to decide on Specific actions to take.
Their immediate concern was to measUre the furniture in our
room and in the intermediate rooms and'campare the data.
After much discussion they acknowledged that they needed
permission from intermediate-grade teachers and discussed
what to do with the measurements. Tfiey planned to make a

map of the'intermediate unit using a scale of 1:2 as they
had done for the'stop sign while they were working,06 Bicy-
cle Transportation. I asked them if they,planned ffo use'a
ruler to take their measurements. A lively discussion en-
sued after which the children agreed tkat a measuring tape
or a folding 44er would be more apPropriate. They found
the measuring tobls in the Design Lab.

During ehe next full class discutsion, members of this
committee reported to the class that they had divided into
still subgroups to measure various rooms tn the intermediate
unit. Hisping that input frbm their classmates would,help
them fOcus pn the_problem,_I_asked the_class what onr pur-
pose was; Several students responded that it-was to "orient
themselves to the fourth grade and intermediate unit."
Classmates suggested that they should be drawiig pictures
of the intermediate unit rooms with walls, doors, and win-
dows clearly marked and,measurements included. These,.they
continued, would be used, ta-make a map that would,be dis-
tributed to all third graders. After'the class meeting
ended, the students on thiecommittee went to different
rooms to begin collecting data. 'This was-very challenging
as each ronm isicdifferent stiape_with many walls and par-

' titions.
A pair of students completed'a picture of thearea on

which they were working and began to measbre the different,,
parts of the room. Other members of the group continued to
haye difilculty recording their measurements. Ite twoboys
showed their drawing to their claasmates during a class
meeting. Students questioned whether everything was in-
cluded in their drawing.and'suggested that a key be used
to indicate various things in the room, e.g., NNW
= accordion wag42he entire class agreed'with the sugges-
tion.

3

'All but-one pair of s tudents took iheir measurements in '

feet. the other two students were confronted with the.,:yrob-
lem of cnnyerting their measurements frbm inches to feet.
Since they:hadn't learned to divide, each developed and

, 8 1



executed a plan completely on his own--one was more success-

ful than the other. One youngster wrote down the number 12

several times on a sheet of paper hnd tried to keep the
totals in his head, The other student wrote a column of
multiples of 12-42, .24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 847-his column cor-
rectly listed the "12 table", through 2q x 12. He matched

. each mttsurement on his drawing to a figure from *his column,

countedthe number of 12's that appeared until that figure,
and determined the excess inches.. This from a second grader!

An example can be seen below.

12 90" = 7'6"

24

36

48 N

60

72

84, etc.

I.

During the next class session the twO students explained
to me how they were translating their measurements from

inches to feet. I asked them how they were planning to show

fifteen feet on one sheet of Paper and whether they had

paper that big. One student suggested that they scale all
the room maps to millimeters; however, not all of my stu-
dents were familiar with the metric system--in fact, severaf

students.had questions as.to what scaling was. I told the

class that each measuring team would choose its oWn scale
with which to work and that I woul&be available to help
anyone Nbo wanted my assistance.

The two students who converted their measurements from -

inches to feee decided on a scale of 1/2"41.1'.* Thty began

to draw their room.to scale.andAiscovered.that they would

not haVe enough room on their piece of paper. Instead of

changing their scald, they decided to add another piece of

paper.to their original. Group members experienced some

difficulty in.drawing the'intermediate rotms to scale, aid

I suggested that they use ihe appropriate "How Tp" dards.

Ace *Many tlasses have found it ehsief to work with graph paper,

making one block represent a certain disttnce. If the

drawing turns out to be too big or too smhll, then either
smaller or larger blockd can be used'to represent the dis-
tance or the distance per,block can be made smaller or

larger.

82, . 4 r
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Two students finished their scale drawing bef6re their
classmates did and volunteered to explain how they changed
their measurements from inches to feet as well as how io
draw a room to scale. Some group members understood tlie
process involved more quickly than others. 'A cOpy of one
scale drawing can be sden in.Figure C1-4. The,last step in
the preparation of the scale drawings was coloringlthem and
drawing in the furniture. The,drawings were to be shown to
the children who came to see the slide show.

. .

Directory Group

Students in'the directory group decided to make a student
directory of the names, addresses; and phone pumberd of .0.1'
third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade students at the Horn.School.
Plans were made to distribute one copy of ehe directory to
each third-grade student. Someone sugsested that the sixt4
grade students be listed -in the directory but that was
quickly vetoed when one child observed that the sixth graders
would not be at the Horn School next year.' The suggestion
to include pictures of students was ruled out-because the
children felt it would be too,expensive. After some re-
search, the children.fleterminedthat thereyere forty-throe
students who needeece-p-ftes-of-ther-dt-recturY-and-1 th
And fifth-grade students to include in the directory. jhe
chtldren gathered the information they_needed from student
Information lists at the school offiCe.

The students on thi4.committee deaded to type their
listings on duplicating masters which could be easily and
inexpensively duplicated, collated, assembled,'and distrib-
i4ed. Two of the students typing the directory Zecided that
it would be easier to write the lists on duplicating masters.
IA subgroup of the committee prepared Covers.for the' direc-
tory. There was a good deal off discussion of how ehe direc-
tories should be held together. Several children suggested
yarn,,but others observed that the yarn coun easily break,
and the committee finally decided to staple their booklets.'
Because one student's,address ani phone number changed after
the directory was.duplicated, each copy had to be corrected
before thedirectories -card-be distributed. A page from
the direWry can be seen in Frgure C1-5. The directories
were well received by the third-grade students in the school;
-many of. the second.graders were upset.to learn that they
were not going to.receive a copy.

. . :

Slfda,Group

1. Following,up Wan earlier discOsion of ways.to pay for
a slide show on the Intermediate-unit. Several children, '

,

drafted a letter to DSMES.-1-iThe-ciadrenT,Imc8fread the draft;

'4
,,.

;
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recopied it, and sent it on theiTown., kcopy of the,letter
can be'seen in Figure C14.

During the interim,-students on the committee gathered
information on film and developing coati add repoited to the
class that'for $2.03 they could'purchase film for twenty

Eilides. In addition, a package of flash cubes.with twelve
flashes cost sixty cents asked the.class hoW much.each
flash/wvuld cost and oneiboy quickly cesponded) "Five cents.,P
The student explained that he found his figure by dividing
sixty cents by twelve. 'Before ending the discussion, the
class'computed the proposed cost to date--$2.63, While
waiting for a response to their letter, the slide group mem-

-Thera joined the measuring committee.
Several class sessions later, the slide coMMittee menibers

received aTespofi4e from thelISMES Central Offict: The pro-

ject, according,to the letter, wduld underwrite the Costs of

the slide sho*. The children 'were advised tnget an.advance,

if needed, from the Design Lab money. When the receipts ar-
rived, USMES would refund the money in the form of a,check.
After some discussion the class decided that they would keep
track of who had spent money but the check from the project
woul,ctbe inaxleout_to_Meeaelhed,..and_divided_on_,the basis_of
the receipts. One student in the grohp decided-to.make a
box in which to keei, the receipts. .

The five children' Who were goinat ctake slides of vitt.-
ous activities that.gO oh in the ffflrermediate unit 'discussed

which activitiis they wished to show. After choosing the
subjects,for their pictures,'they decided that, as each pic-
ture was tdken, someone in the group would write down.infor-
mation about the activity_being ibotographed.

This group had two cameras,,one'that took color slides
and one that tookionfy black-and-White pictnies. When

asked the;owner of the,camera limited to black-and-white
pictures what he planned to do with-his"pictures,le replied
that he would pass them arOund the group of children who
were viewing the slide show.

Unfortunately, many of.the slides takenby the children
came out dark. The children, however, remained,enthusiastici-
and decided to present the slide show atthe Meeting al they

hid originally planned. Members of thecommittee surveyed
the other third-grade Class 'to determiteka date for the

slide show presentation. Based on the information collected,
the'presentation was scheduled for Hay 14 from 1i20 P.M. .

until 2:00. F.R.
Dur3ng a class discussion held,at the end of April, the

children rcviewed *hat they'had done to date, what remained*
e

g 4
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to be done, and how they planned to share theirinformation
with their schooltates. A major portion of the discussion
was'Aevoted tdorganizing their presentation. The program,
which is listed below, was developed by the children.

Program for MaY 14 Meeting.

1. Showing of slides
2. Presentation of posters showing intermediate

clasSrooms by measuring,teams
3. Explanation of intermediate curriculum by

five students who had interviewed intermediate
teachers,,e.g., reading, math, spelling,
interaction *

\

4. Question-and-answer period led by students
who did survey on what people wanted'to know

Someone suggested diet invitations be written for the
slide,show presentation,.and several children vo1unteered to
work on this. The class was interested in distributing
programs to those who'attend the presentation, and time was
spent prepating a duplicating:miter to be copied and dis-
tributed. Several students again raised the idea of visits

, to the intermediate unit. They Sgreed to atik one ofrhe
eachers if such visits would be possible.

The.children spent the last three sessions before the
presentation.practicing the different parts of the program.
They timed eda segment to make sure that the program could
be completed in the timesllowed for it. .An announcer was
selected to introduce the student preseneors. In addicion
to the otper second and ttird graders,:six mothers attended, .

4
the ptogram held in my classroom; the space considerations

, forted us to limit the number of people who attended the
session. The program was very'well received hy all. The
majority of questions raised during the question-and-answer
period came,from members of my class. It is interesting to
smote that the question which started the unit was the final
question to be asked: "Are there curdive alphabet cards
posted in the intermediate rooms?." This time, hOwevee, a
classmate was able to answer: "They are posted in two of
the five iooms." I reassured studenti-that by next fall,
'they would.be sure of the et formation.

'A few days after th eséntation, several students re-
ported to their cla ates ihat theyhad arrange& tours of ,

the inlermediate unit for the class. A class list was given
.to a fourth-grade teacher who divided the third graders,into

S9
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two groups, one group per fourth.-gradd classroom. e chil-
dren were invited...to spend one afternoon in the fourth,grade.

Each third grader was assigned to a fourth grader who ex-
plained the pro'gram and aniwered questions. The fourth-
grade teachers-gave the third graders assignments similar
tot) those they gave their own students. It was a real orien=
,tation to the intermediate unit. Upon the children's return,
/ asked them how theyfelt about enteting fourth grade in
the fall. I was happy to hear an overwhelming "We're not
scared anymore!"

4
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2. LOG Oty)RIENTATION

by Grace Storioen*
Cedar Sctrol/Sky Oaks School.
Grade 4 '-
Burnsville, Minnesota
(September-December 1975)7

4 a.

a

I.
ABSTIRACT

This class waS one ofttwo fourth-grade classes housed
'tempbrarily in Cedar School while a new SAool, Sky Oaks,
was being built for them. 'Cedar SchoolWas one of ten
schools in Burnsville in which students assigned to Sky Oaks
were having.their classes. Rather.than being concerned With
their currenesituation, the students were more interested
in finding out as much as they could about Sky Oaks. They

-"first lisied items about which they wanted infbrmation,
'broke this list down into a few categories, and then listed
approaches to obtain the information. Much of their sub-,
segnent work consisted of Writing letters and questionnaires
and,analyzing the responses; they wrote to teachers, the
principal and vice-principal,-the librarian, snd othee
classes. -They obtained outdoor and indoor views of.the
schools(from plahs and photographs) and used them to draw
or4trace4ictures to show .to other students,. Using their
informaion,1 the class produced 'a bulletin to inforMother
students about Sky Oaks. To inform parents and teachersi,..0

they prepared a highly successful display of largeNposters
showing 'letters sent and replies received, drawings ofithee
inside and outside of the sOhool, a sample of the news bul-
letin, pictures'of the class working on the challenge, and
graphs of information about other students going to Sky-Oaks.

Ail of my students did not know one another at the begin-
.

ning of the year because they had been' transferred-from four
different schools. Given these circuMstances, I was ngt
sure whether the studerits would be concerned about any imme-
diate adjustment-probteas at Cedar School or, insiead, abput
the larger questionof whatto'expect ai Sky Oaks SChool.

I was scheduled to megt with:this class for forty7five
minutes three times a week,'auring the'-'blockof tiMe assigned
for science: Because qf vhrious schedule Changes we -didntt
mAlet until:school had been ia*ssion for'ten days. At-pur'
first meeting I asked them haw they' Del,t about-their first

ten days in school. Two students..wrote'the claSp!s feelings_
and questions oh thg bpardp

*Edited by USMES stafi:-
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t.

% scared wondered if the principal was nice

strange who the teacher would be

anxious Who the principal was .

happy
1;

would school be hard

timely . curious about the othei kids

bored when wai lunch .

curious what happens if they forget their
bus number i

. What if hey 'kiss their bus
.

, / . ,,,.

The fact that they were'"curious about the othet kids"
soon became the main topic of conversation, This led to.a

discusSion of how they could get to know one another. FCr

the next sessionl divided the, class into three:groups,
handed out a questionnaire t.beid prepared, and asked the
children ro,find out as muCh as they could about otheisjn ,

their group. The questionnairewas designed to have eaCh
student find.out the names of-those in his/her group and
some of their interesta,,and to reveal how many kneW sortie

basic 'facts (e.g., name,Oi principal, address of school)
about Cedar SchooLona Sky Oaks School, ,lhe class en/Oyed
thia get -acquainted_activity and,afterward felt more at

ease with one another. : . ..

I thought thitthese i'ntroduCtory'activities had paved
the way for an Orientation challenge. In our next Class I ..--%

asked what they thought the' word "orientation" meant. They

thought it had something.to do with "from the east" or
."Asian."* When I iskedif there were,a way to find other .

meanings for the word, a few students looked in the'diCtio-,
'nary and found the term "adaption." Although I thought

the ensuing distnasion mightlfocus on how we could gdapt to
"the new environment at Cedar Schooi, X found that the class
members already felt comfortable at Cedar and were more
interested in finding out about Sky Oaks. .

.
.

#ecause this was the first time these.stUdenti had
,

been

exposed to the USMES approach, I explained that they would
be able to design a challenge and.find answers'to questions

' that Were important to them. it, role would be that of a

person who might guide them toward, helpful resources, but I
,wouId be learning with them and was not there to direct them

or answer theinquestions. The students were delighted with

this idea and dame up with the challenge, "Find ways to find

out about Sky Oaks." '
.

0

*In fact, thialis veryclose to the origin of the word in.
that orient comes.from a word meani g to rise, referring to

,-.)
.the sun; hence, the meaning.of faci g

,

Pt 6
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,

. . In subsequent sessions we reviewed the challenge and be:-
'gap to brainstorm what we wanted to find ont about Sky Oaki-..
Thfee students recorded the ideas that Were written oa the
board. (One student's list is shown in Figure C2-1.) The
atudents then talked about how they might ,f1nd answerrito
their, questions .

Their Immediate inclinatfon wres to go to the construction
site and look around for themselves, However, seine of the
Students had :seen "large signs near.the site which warned gf
a heavy fine for loitering in the area: aeggested that ye
could look for other ways to get information, sbut.of course
thii was not as, exciting to the class as going through the
barrIcades!

. So that Weewould have a permanent record of our ideas
that 'everyone could see,: I rewrote the class's list.of ideas
slot larze sheets of' butcher paper and posted thetn . on the bui-

letidrboarch The Students' decided the list was overwhelming'
and had. to be broken doinr somehow. They discussed this and .,
agreed on the following tasks t6 be done:

, 1. contaOt librarian'
2.-, - find out about-places-in the school. .

, 1

I '.. 0

3. get. to 'know people 'who would be in the school.
4. find out about graded vs.. nongraded sections
5. find oet abIout supplies .

A
f

'
Theie tasks caiered some; but not au.; oi the areas the -chi.17.
dren focused on during their work on the challenge:

'Meanwhile,.I had taken slides of the. Sky Oaks -construcrs
tido site to enahle the class to see-Akftent parts of the
school fri the stage, I,thoped that this 'would
alleviate the ldren's frustration at not, being able to -*

-

visualize ,the school' and that it would.diScOurage,theM# from '

going to the' %site' themselves... They:enjoyed 'Fiewing.the ,'

>slides and Were enthusiagtie ,about prOceeding with their ,.
challezge. .- ," - . ; .* ., .

'In Octisbersthe children diViddd into ,a large number of
sma11, gioups.,to.obtain diiferent .types, );:tf information'from
various people whowould be connectell with Sky Oaks. Much
of their work ponsisiedof composing letters and qtiestion=
naires tb tie sent t6 the peoPle who the.:,.ehildren.thotigh't
;would know the moat .ahout a particular% area la interAst. .. `

/.

For eicample r Eiome 'of the ,ostudefits who ^wante'd t'o find ouh,
t about.rules in the new School",wrote to-the isrintrip0 and -. .,

Vipe-principal and enclosed questionnaires. Oihen comPosed
letters and questionnaite.s, tor --the' teachers, ,

janitoit ,-'
librarian: , ' ° . ... ...0- ',.

.
. ,,,, , . --'ri'0',..

0 ,

;'','
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One group of students tried to devise.a survey to be
given to the other fourth-grade class at Cedar to find out
what kinds of rules those students did or did not want.
Another group wanted to find out about the students in other
schools who woyld be going to, Sky Oaks, but 6ey had trouble
deciding which classes to geV.in touch with a2d what methods
to use. .The idea of using a tape recorder to ask questions
rather than writing a questionnaire appealed.to this group.

}Imager, they had difficulty drawing up a list of queetions
to be recorded; they felt that their first draft asked more
about teachers than children. They were also uncertain as
to how the class(es), once chosen, would respond to ques-
tions on the tape recorder. By the end of their first group
session, they had decided to get in touch with ixth-grade
students in temporar quarters at Nicollet Juni High but
had not yet decided wat to ask.them or whether they would'
use a written survey 4r a tape.

Class discussions revealed that there was some overlap of
.questions being asked by the,different groups. 1Some of the
students became quite upset about this and had drouble de-
ciding which group should include a specific question and 4

which group should delete it. After further discussion each
group included some questions and deleted others as they
felt it was pointless to duplicate questions.

Phrasing questions was also a difficult task for the stu-
dents; sonetimes they wouad draft a questionnaire and later
disotird.it after realizing either that they didn't know why
they had asked certain questions or that their questions
'would not elicit the information they really wanted. I de-
cided to lead a skill session on asking questions to try to
alleviate this problem.

First I showed the class a picture and then asked them
questions which had a definite yes or no response. (For ex-
ample, I asked if the boy in the picture was wearing a blue
shirt.) After four such questions, I a?ked some inferenCe
questions, such as, "What just happened in this town?" (The
town looked deserted and,no single, clear-cut response was
expected.) In the discussion that followed the children
seemed to understand the difference between simple questions
with yes/no answers and those that required a higher level
of reasoning. We discussed the idea that in our Orientation
challenge we should be aware of and use both types of ques-
tions. 1

By mid-October I felt that the children were making a
good deal of progress on their. challenge. Letters were
ready to be sent to the media specialist, the art, gym, and

ar 1



music teachers, the principal, and theyice-principal. (See

44 Figure C2-2 for a copy of ()tie of these letters.) In addi-

tion, three boys had formed a new group and were projecting

slides of outdoor views,of the school onto large sheets of

paper and tracing around them. Because it would be easier

than carrying slides and a projector frbm one bless to

another; these boys were'hoping tolshow their finished pic-

tures to other classes so that their, too, could see what Sky

Oaks looked like.
Within about a week after the letters were seq, responses

began to arrive in le mail. Because she didn't understand

what the students we e trying to ask, the art teacher had

written question marks on her letter and sent it back'. The

students realized that they still had trouble asking ques-/

tions in spite of their attempts'to phrase their questions

more carefully.
The.students reported on the results of the other surveys

and questionnaires. There was abbolute silence from the

class as they found out--

that they would get in after Cfiristmas

that the school would be carpeted in red,

orange, purple (in different rooms)

the size of the media center; the type of

equipment 1.n the center
that there would be 8,000 books-in the library

what they might be doing in gym, art, and 01'

: music
what ehe school rules might be and much other

information

Th.g students also discussed a local newspaper story on

a sprinkler fittera' strike that was preventing completion

of the school. They discussed unions, wages, strikes, the

effects a the striket On others, and whether it was fair

to hold up construction because someone wanted more pay.

The students were excited about 4i1 the information they

had gathered but soon became frustrated because they weren't

sure what they wanted to do with it. We discussedothis new.

area of work that had developed--what to do with our infor-

ration, Some of the students wanted me ,to assigethem

tasks; they still were not used to making their own deci-

sitons and proceeding'with work on.their own ideas. I tried

t4 help them by talking about some of.the ways we get infor-

mation in our daily lives, such as throUgh television, news-

papers, books, magazines, tape recordings, slides, pictures,
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and posters. Then I asked if they could use ome of these
ways io dispense their information. The reactions vatied:--
some students thought it would involve too much woik; others
wanted everyone in the classto do the same thing; still
others thought that we needed more information if we were .

going to tell others about Sky Oaks. This last idea proted
to be a populer one.and encouraged some regrouping and new
directions for the challenge:

.

To keep all the inforMation readily available, one boy
constructed a storage file. Thit was very helpful because
tOdents coul then find information by themselves. One

;
girl becane s excited over the emount of interesting infor-
mation we were gathering that she%decided to develop a news
bulletin to tell others. She,began keepiig a log of all the '
information that we receiVed on Sky Oaks Sehool.

The class dectded to ha+e a contest to find a namd for
the bulletin. When one boy noted that a local paper had
both a title and, a isYtbol, the tlasa suggested using the cool
test to choose both a name and a sytbol. .

;Names and syMbols for the bulletin-were submitted and a
committee of four was.thosen to record them tor the class
vote. The ieudents decided.to let everyone in the class
vote for first, seCond, and third choices for the name and
first choice for the symbol and had the'symbols and-names
traced onto a ditto master so that they would'all.look the
same. The next day the vote tabulating committee announced
that the name Sky Flyer had been chosen,and that the symbol
chosen was the bird (see Figure C2-3). A. it turned cnik,

the same girl had submitted both entries.
. geveral deys later, the class discussed to whom they
should send the bulletin. They finally chose to send a copy
to each (Sky Oaks) teacher who would then either read it to
the class or post it on'the bulletin board. -

' The girl who was to edit the bulletin asked for woe vol-
unteersto help her and chose four classmates. Tkis stoup
then proceeded to draft some ideis for the makeup of the
bulletin. One girl volunteered to write a letter (see
Figure C2-4) to the other prospective Sky Oiks teachers tell-
ing them the bulletin was coming.

The Bulletin Committee began drafting articles from the
information they had compiled and selected another member to
help with the large amount of work because she was a good
speller. One boy drafted a format for the front page (see
Figure C2-5), and during'the nxt week he proceeded to fin-

,..." ish ihe first Sky Flyer (see Figure C2-6). Howiver, neither
a the committee nor the cfass was satisfied. There wee site

104
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criticisti that the chosen format was not used throughout
the bulletin and that some information had been left out.
They decided to continue working on it and postponed its
distribution until Degember.

A few days earlier, durink a class discussion on what to
do with their information, the students decided to construct
an information display area for the upcoming parent-teacher
conference day in Novemker. They decided to use sone large
sheets of Tri-JWall as posters and to Aount tikeir accumulated
information on these. Several students began immediately to
work on their posters, and there was a rush by all'to assent-
ble their informatiOn because the conference was only'ten
days away. Some small groups began painting theit. Tri-Wall

various colors, and one group decided to take some pictures
of the school to use with their display and spent the next
five eays doing this.' As an attention-getter one group drew
a cartobn of Snoopy camping out at the new school; beneath
it were drawings of the new buildings.

Work on the display proceeded for the next week as the
students assembled their information on the posters. The

_posters were grooved so that they would stand by themselves,
providing a more effective display.

Work also continued on the Sky Flier during this period
so that a sample copy could be dispi.ayed,at the conference.
After preparing the sample, the committee decided to make

.

the bulletin a continuing project as long as there were in-
formation and news to report. They also decided to include

in the bulletin some letters that had not yet been returned.
Finally, the students put the finishing touches on their

posters--gluing down edges, stapling*last minute pictures,
.completint lettering--and discussed the setup at the con-

ference site at another school. They decided to put the

poster display in the reception area where the parents would
get coffee. That way the parents would be sure to see the '
display and have time to look at it.

The students also discussedi,the entire unit with each one/

explaining and describing his/her 'project. They also dis-
cussed the things they had learned about one another--one
was a good speller, one drew graphs well, one wrote good
letters, one could draw well.

On theday of the conference the students went to the
conference site and set up their display. There were six-
teen different posters and seven of these had information
on both sides. The information included--
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letters sent and replies received

drawings of the inside and the outside of
school buildings
a sample of theSky Flyer
picturespof the atudents working on the
challenge
graphs of information about students received.
from other classrooms

In addition, the students set up a slide projector to show
slides that,I had taken of the school under construction.

At the conference many parents enjoyed the display and
expressed added interest in Sky Oaks because their children

lad so much to say about it that was current and interesting
Many also explained that their children had taken dnadded
responsibility at home either for their tasks orlor their
actions. Most of,the parents of mY students said their
children were looking forward to.the move because they knew
what was expected of them and what the school would be like.

After the conference the students disclierrwhat they had
learned. They definitely felt.that they had succeeded in
their challenge--they xeally knew a lot about their new
school and about the people who would be there, both stu-
dents and teachers. They especially mentioned that they
were now accepting more responsibility for performing tasks
at home.

,Work continued for several weeks on the Sky Flyer. The

group finally chose the front page (see Figure C2-7) and
the color for the cover (by opinion survey) . Having chosen

me to type the text, they completed thf4c t edition, which
was fourteen pages long with six pages of pi tures showing
the class working on the unit. They also cluded students'

and te4chers' copments and a drawing bf e learning centers.
They assembled sixty copies and sent one to each school in

t.which Sky Oaks students Were being housed, one to each Sky
Oaks teacher, and one to the parents of each Sky Oaks stu-
dent. All agreed that it had been hard work, more-than they
had originally thought. Thus, the Sky Flyer finally went
out, two months after it had been started.
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3. LOG ON ORIENTATION

by Florence Duncan* ,

Ernest Horn School, Grade 6
Iowa City, Iowa
(August 1974-November 1974)

61

ABSTRACT
. These sixth-grade,students began their investigation f
the Orientation challenge with the introduction of two qbw
students to the class and a discussion of the Problems of
moving to a new school. They Worked on the challenge three
to five days per week.for a period of four months. The
Children were challenged to find ways to toll new students
and parents about the Horn School. The class drew qpr a
list of possible difficulties which new students might face.
Parents and students were surveyed to determine the orien-
tation needs of the group, this information was tabulated,
graphed, and interpreted before action was taken. SUgges-
tions were offered as possible solutions to the problems ,
raised by the students and parents, ang groups were formed
to work on.these suggestions: Action on the Challenge in-
cluded the distribution of an information bookJt on the
school and a booklet ol!.new studentlrite-ups, prepare-
tionbf a slide/tape show about thotschool progr , a school
map, and an orientation meeting for new students and their
parents.

my social studies class began its investigation of the
Orientation challenge when I'introduced two new students to(
the rest of the class. Au informal discussion was held on
the problems of moving to a new school, city, state, or
country. I encouraged the Oidren to share their Gen ev-
periences with the group: two students born in another
country had cove to the United States at a very young age;
others had Visited foreign countries and had experienced
difficulties with the languages. At the end of the dis-
cussion I asked the children to summarise the aain problems .

ormoving to a,new place. Their list inclUded (1) finding
new friends, (2) finding your way around the neighborhood
and.city, (3) getting adjusted to a new school, and (4) dif-
ferent ways of speaking.

my students and I focused on one item of our list during
our next USMES session: the problem involved in adjusting
to a bew school. The class drew up the following list of j

possible difficulties in adjusting to a new school:

*Edited by USMZS staff
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1. different building plan
2. different wiy of learning or teaching
3., different rules
4.- finding classrooms
5. class schedules
6. lunchroom and playground proC dures
7. meeting teachers and classmates
8. different kind of reporting system

The last item sparked a lively discussion of difficulties
that parents had in understanding differences between
schools and how this, in turn, affected the children as
they tried to explain new procedures at home.

The children offered several 5ugge59.on8 to solve the
problems they had designated:

1. explaining the prograp
2. conducting tours of ehe building
3. choosing "buddies" for new students

-o 4. preparing a booklet for new students
5. holding a class meeting before school starts

CD
1 .The remainder of the session was spent discussing these

3

five

suggestions.
Before the next class'session I wrop* the challenge,

"Find ways tottell tew students and p4104fits about the Horn
School," on the board. Four committees were formed with
the task of brainstorming ideas or collecting information.
The committe s and their initial activities are listed
below:

1. Primary clAsses-:six students visited classes
to observe general tlassroom setup., check
schedules, etc.

2. Building layoutstudentfvobtained several
copies of a floor plan of the building from
th# principal,, then toured the school to

drati in the temporary classrooms. -
3. New studentsstudents asked the principal how

he/learned about new students and listed ques-
tions to ask new students. '

4. Parentsstudentg discussed ways to collect in-
formation on what parents would like to know
?About the school, decided to write interview

queiftions.

`

a

6
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At a ful3 class session severai1days later, the entire
group focused its attention on developing interTiew ques-
Itibus for parents. Each child was asked to cop#,the ques -
'tion belowand use it to interview their parents.

,

If your child was a new student at Horn School,i
what would you like to know more about?

a. schedules
b. math,

c. language,

c ch. science $

'e.<,spalling
f. interest tenter*

g. social studies
h. where thing/ are

in school
,i. music
je library
k. art

1. ,pliirsical education

The children spent the next session working in their
grippe planning what informatioa was needed from the inter-
!lie and fiow they would deal with it when it wai,collected.
In reference to one inierview question formulited.by a, stu-
dent, a classmate asked, "That may be an interfiting.ques-
tioi; blit'what are we going to do.with the information?"

Graup,work.conti during the neXit few sesaioas. The ,

buildiak layout c . u tkee made e master copy of.their nap
(see Figure C3-1) and continued writing deepriptio4 of the',
usek of the different rooms. The flew student and primary
committees met, and,decided on the interview questions listed
below. A typed master was prepared and forty copie e were
made for committee members 00 use.

1. When you first came to-the Horn Scilool did
you have any trouble finding your way around?.

2. What kind of helP did you need when you first
came to the Horn'Schpol?

3. Do you think you would like'to come to school
with.your parents to meet the teachers and
find out more about school?

One sample interview tally sheet can be seen in Figure C322
thirty-four new students were interviewed.* Members of the ,

parent committee.tabulated the last of the parent interviews

*The students might practice their interview questioni 'arith
their classmates to find out whither they were getting the
information they wantedand whether it was'in a form that
was easy to handle. --HD. .
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that had been returned and prepared a chart'to represent

loud* Ma. migir nutmr...$16446,1*
their data.* .(See Figure C3-3.) A presentation by the

Map Group resulted in sone heated discasion concerniartbe.
A* 4,1141. Nr. sme 1,1600e41 rt. placement of walls as well as the shape sand size of 91e,

Lta..44,

AM4 OAL

Figure C3-3

teeporary clalmsrooms.
When'the information was cklected and tabulated, a

discussion was held to formufate ideas on ways to meet

challenge. Using the overhead 'projectOr, r listed,all

suggestions on the board:

1: meeting for parents and new students

2. map of building
3. booklet of new student information

4. newspelper of new studentinformation

5. slide[ehow explaining the Horn Schdol

6. write-ups of new students--their hobbies,
where they *erne from, etc .

-

lbe children discusSed each item, suggesting*that some could

be combined., . The followlmg day the children selected groups'

in whichto work. Committee prbjects included otganizing a

meeting for-parents and neW students, producing a slide

show explaining the Horn School program, preparing a booklet

of new student information, and compiling write-ups about

new students. The write-up and booklet committees chose to
work cooperatively since their projects were so closely

related. From this point the four groups worked simulta-.

neouslv but, for the most part, separately,.except for

interactions during class discussions. When wbrU was comr

,pleted by one committee, its members joined other groups.

For clarity I 'will report the activities of,each group

separately.,
At the beginning Of the next session, the group plannin&

the eeeting for parents and new students reported that their

meeting would be limited to new students in the intermediate

grades and their parents. Their.rationale was that includ-

ing matekial on the Orimary classes would make the meeting

ttlo lone.. This announcement prompted quite a lively debate.'

Ibe three other Comeittees wereplanning to include informa-

tion on the.primary classes: (1) slides of primary stu-

dents, (2) writekips of new prithary-grade students, and

class
fhe

the

*The student. might be asked to find a way to make the data

easy to)uiderstand. They might make a bar graph of the

"yes!" answers and uSe the information to determine emphasis

or order in the booklet or.slidessbov.--ED.
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(3Yinfomation on the prtmary classes in the,booklet. Sev-
eral students suggested waysto deal with controlling the

'length of meeting and still include the primary studeRts..
One suggestion was to'begin the meeting with a joint die-
cussion followed by group meetings on the.two programs--
primary and intermediate.

I

1

4
Write-up Group

The committee compiling write-ups-on new studentear-
.ranged timis for interviews after they,had formulated their
interview questions'. (See Figure C3-4.) A write-up, was
prepared and read to the committee'members for suggestions
and Comments. A sample write-up can be seeu.in Figure C34-5.'
The children in this Committee worked steadily on their pro-
ject-an0 produced a six-page typed booklet of information
bn new students. The committee members explained the pro.-
posed organization of their booklet: write-ups were grouped
according to the student's hOmeroom teacher, and the names
of the teachers were in alphabetical order. The class
agreed with the opinion of the committee members thit the,
write-up booklet should be kept separate from the informs.-
tiam bOoklet. Additional time was spent exploring ways to
havesthe booklet reproduced.
14 The children decided to have their material typed on mas-
lams and run off on the school duplicating machine. They
tafked with the principal who said that he would donate the
masters and charge us for the paper only, a cost of $4.50.
Theyskiented to have 175 copies made to be distributed to
everf\family in the school. (A distribution of one per'
family\is common at our school. The copy is given to the
oldest Horn School student in each family.) I had thought
-that tfle copies would,be distributed at the New Students/
PareCtm Meeting and asked committee members for the ratio-
nalebehind their decision. The students replied that their
project was designed to introduce new students to the school,
hence, the write-ups should go 6 everyone. Since,tfie meet-

. ing was primatily for new students and their parents, the,
write-ups would not reach all of,the families. Shortly
after the committee finished its work, two new primary stu-
dents joined the student body of the Horn School. Rather"
than add pages to the booklet which was-already prepared,
the children decided to include the write-ups,in
letter for parents. The booklets were distributed ch
homeroom following a prepared speech delivered by a com-
Mittee member.

Figure C3-5
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Slide/Tape Show Group
Members of the slide show Committee spent much time de-

ciding on the slides to be taken, as well as determining

who would take them. A slide show had been produced the

year before, and there was a heated ditibussion on how many

of the old slides should be included in the new program.
During the next session the children took.twelve slides in
different parts of the school and then returned to the room .

where they joined other committees until they could resume

their committee activities. At an earlier session the group

had decided to take a total of forty slides to be used ai

the New Students/Parents Meeting; a partial listing of the
slides to be taken may be seen in Figure C3-6. A,gompany

offering twenty-four-bour processing service was selected

to develop the'slidet. Of the first slides developed, =
eleven did not come out et-ICI, and many of the others were

tpirdark to use. A photographer visiting the school soon

a ter-the first slide0 were returned gave.the children some

welcome advice on teking slides.
During-the next class sessibu the slide committee showed

the elides they felt were usable to the rest of the 4.ass. j

Their-classmates felt that many of them were unacceptable
because of technical reasons or content, and they decided

that additional slides had to be tiken.
Several sessions later, while attempting to coordinate \

the slides with written material on the sch9p1 program, the
students observed that the two 'did not corrApond. They

decided to exchange notes and to coordinate the.relpai4ng

slides to be taken 41th the written material. As the cop-

mittee made decisions on Which slides to include, the chilli

dten viewed the slides and commented on them. Members of

the slide committee met...to order the existing slides and to

designate those that still.had to be taken.
During theLeting we discussed some of the problems they

had been having: (1) each person feeling possessive about

the slides he/she had.taken, thus, reducingtheir ohjectivity
and slowing dOWthe selection process; (2) lack of coordina-
tion of slides when two or more children shared responsibil-
ity for photographing an area; and (3) more concern with
having equal numbers of turns with the camera.or slide pro-
jector than with producing a slide show.

New Parents' Meeting Group
The committee working on information foraprents concen-

trated on.writing up various parts of the Horn School pro-

gram. Based on the results of the parent interviews, the
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following areas were selected to be discussed during the

meeting:

1. language arts 6. physical education

2. art 7. .music

3. science 8. library

social studies 9. schedules.4.

5. math 10. spelling
Dear Parents,

Our 6th grade social studies class is having

meeting for parents with children.that are new to

Horn Elementary. We will have reports and slides

on different subjects. U. plan to have our sottish'

on Movomber 14; 1974 at.7:00 P.M. Rope to Res you

at the gym. Anyone interested in learning about

our school.istalcome.

Sincerely,

The 6E Social Studies Class

Figure C3-7

Horn

Book

67-

The students'on the committee felt that interspersing slides
with dialogue would make an effective presentation. As the

written presentations were completed, they were read to the

entire class. Their classmates offered constructive crit-
icism that focused on the way the material was presented

and on minor.changes in Syntax. During the same sessioll- a

one member presented the committee's proposal for an invi-

tation (set_Fisure C3-7). The class approved the idea and

spent some time discussing ways to prepare a master to
duplicate the required number of copies.

Two members of the meeting committee laet with the Parent
Advisory Council to outline the class's plans for.the New
Students/Parents Meeting and to find out the plan'of the
44visorx Council for fall meetings. The next day they., re -

ported to the class on the meeting. Several cOuncil mem-
bers expressed interest in the project and felt :that many
parents who Were not new to the school would alsd like to

attend. They did, not feel thii the children'i meeting
should be part of the traditional Open House for the fol -

lmoing reasons:

1. New parents would\be lost in the crowd

of people meeting 'in the gym.

2. There would not be Sufficient time for
both the studenis' presentation and brows-

.

ins time in the classrooms.

The Advisory Council suggested that the sixth graders hold
their meeting several wteks after the Open House.

iihen committee members finish410 their repitt, the class

discussed the pros and cons of holding our meeting before
or after the Open House. Some of their reasons are listed

below:

1. Our meeting will insure that new parents
will be familiar with Xhe school uten they
come to the Open Howie- -the-new students
won't have to try to explain the new program.

12 4



2. Parents won't come to our meeting if it

is held after the Open House--"Theyql
think a meeting planned by sixth graders

wo'n't be any.good."

3. If we wait until after the Open House, al

lot of our information will be out of date;

for example, that on current art projects.

Several students volunteered to speak with the principal

about delaying the Dpen House until November. The student

representatives were advised to direct their request to the

Parent Advisory Council. _Me Cbairman of the program (meet-

ing) committee got in toucil with the pregident of the Parent

Advisory Council and delivered the class's request. He said

that he wogld consider the postponement but was not convinced

that it was a good idea.
Several days later the children learned that thelOarent

Advisory Council had decided to hold its scheduled October

28 Open House. They conveyed this'in a note being sent home

with spdents before I was able to tell them of the,decision

myself: They were'extremely disappointed, but after some

discussion they decided to choose another date for their

meeting. A class vote was taken after several alternative

dates,were suggested; two membeitof the meeting committee

volunteered to reserve the new date,"November 14, with the

'principal.
Nembers.of the meeting committee continued to meet and

work together. Several students explored the persibility

of using video equipment to prepare parts of their presen-

tation. Others prepared invitations to the meeting; these

were distributed in homeroom classes a week before the

November 14 meeting. As the date approached, students on

the committee attended to such.details as finding a lectern,

determining the'necessary numbers of chairs and tables (with

the help of the custodians), and determining the number of

. name tags to hive on hand.,

Booklet Group
Students Oi2 the booklet committee met early in the course

of the unit to discuss the possible length of the booklet

and to confirm writing assignments for its preparation. The

children agreed to limit the length of each write-up on dif-

feient subjects and special arees to one paragraph. During

a-elass discussion the children determined the topics to be

covered in written form in the booklet and in oral form at

the scheduled meeting. Booklet topics are listed below:

,



1. supply list 7. staff list

2. rules 8. map of school

3. social studies 9. music ,

4. art 10. mapik
5. science 11. librAry

6. language arts and spelling

69

ways of having the booklet reproduced. Copies are tabe
Several sessions later the booklet committee discussed

distributed to the new parents at the evening meeting. Addi-
tional copies will be given to new students entering the
school at mid-year. Initially, committee members proposed
bringing tylewriters to school and typing the material them-
selves on ditto masters; however, the children"conceded that
they were not ure diet they could do this. I asked them
to consider alternatives and showed them samples of booklets
which were reproduced by the Iowa City School System and the
Joint County System. The children responded very positively,
each choosing one of the f$11owing methods to investigate:
(1) library Xerox macfline(2) Joint County Printing Office,
and (3) Iowa City School System*Printing Facility.

During discussiOns held later in the week members of the
booklet committee presented some.of their preliminary find-
ings td the class. They did not know the number of pages
to be included in ihe booklet and, therefore, were unable to
determine the exact costs for each method for printingi100
booklets. Pour classmates volunteered to join the booklet
committee to investigate printing alternatives and,costs.

A class meeting was called to resolve the question of
printing the booklets. During the meeting the students who
had been collecting data on the different alternatives pre-
sented,their findings. After lengthy class discussion all
but three methods had been eliminated, and the Class agreed
to select one of the following methods by taking a vote:

1. Union Hospital, -$15.00

2. Iowa City School District - -$6.00

3. Horn School --$6.00

The Iowa City School District was chosen by a majority of
students to reproduce theJpooklet. Children reasoned that
it was cheaper than printing it at Union Hospital and,
based on samples seen by the class, would look more like

. "real" printing than that reprOduced at the Horn School.
This brought,printing costs for both the new student write-
ups and the Horn School booklet to $10.50 ($4.50 + $6.00).

44
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'The class discussed the following ways of raising the neces-

sary funds:

1. everybody bring in $.50

2. heve a bike sale
3. have a.white elephant sale

The bake sale was the unanimous choice of the class.
The booklet committee did have organizational difficul-

ties which I attribute to the leadership within the com-

mittee. Materials were misplaced several times, typing was

slow, and the children showed signsof losing interest. In

spite of this, the group did produce an excellent booklet
about the Horn School. Members of the committee read their

write-ups to the class as their drafts were completed. Ex-

amples of their work can be seen in Figures C3-8 and C3-9.
Their clasdmates offered constructive criticism--in some
instances articles were completely rewritten On the basis

of peer comments. Printing deadlines necessitated locating

a parent volunteer to type first a rough draft and then a

final copy of the boollet. The entire class helped proof

the final copy.
The two students who prepared a scale drawing of the

school to be inauded in the booklet experienced several
difficulties.while working on thcir project. They worked

from an existing map of the school that had been prepared
several years earlier. During one class session one of the
students reported to the class that the scale indicated on
the map was incorrect; he felt that additional/measurements -
had to be taken before the correct scale could be deter-

mined.
To assist them in their task, I held a skills seesion on

the method of determining the scale from a drawing or sketch.
We discussed taking the actual measurements of a wall in the
sketch, comparing it with the scale drawing, and determining
the ratio in lowest terms. The students involved in this

wanted to expand this idea and take measurements of several

areas. /hey-used the "How To" Cards making a drawing to ,

scale to do this. In the process one student discovered the

error: the sdale was listed on the map as 1/16 inch404.1
foot but should have been 1/1644.2 feet, 1/2 inch.* In

addition to correcting.the scale on the nap, he prepared a

*Most likely the scale was listed incorrectly and probably
should have been 1/32 inch +01 foot so that the student is

remarkably close. --ED.

1 28
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.lengend for the drawing, measured our three temporary build-
ings, and added them to the drawing using the correct scale..
A copy of the'school map which appeared in the booklet cen
be seen in Figure C3-10.*

ERNEsr Ham Legend

= Janitor's Cies*
Am Audio Visual lbw

Kitassin
MR. Music tom

Guidence Mann
' PO. Principal's Offica

G. Girls', kW hem
sew ft.t aften
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, Figure V-10

During the next class session the students decided On
the title and credits for the booklets. It was to be "Get
to know Ernestillorn".by 61 Soeial Studies. 'Members of the

*If time is available, the students might tonstruct a mop
or model layout which can be placed in the school lobby or
in the school office. -.1D.
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Map

Staff
S4pply List
Schedules

Music page 16

Band page 16

Chorus page 16

Kindergarten 'page 17

Media Center page 17

Orchestra page 17

Rules page 18

Social Studies page 18

Science page 19

Language Arts page 20

Art page 21

Spelling page 21

Lunch page 21

CONTENTS

page 1

page 3

page 5

page 6

Figure C3-11

40

.booklet committee voted to have a green booklet with yellow

pages. Once the printed copies were complete, they had to

be collated and stapled by theclass. The'children did this

the day,of thdogeeting and also verified the page order of

each of the 103 sopies. (A copy of the table of contents of

the book can be seen in Figure C3-11.) Members of the slide

committee ana meeting committee showed the slide presents-
tion to the faculty on the day of the meeting. Two boys

spent several hours on the day of the meeting in the Design

Lab wiring a small lamp and attaching ip to the rectum for

the program.
We ended the day with a quiet discussion of plans for

the evening meeting. People-Were chosen to hand out book-

lets and name tags, run the projector, operate the lights,
and participate in the question-and-answer period. The

class net in the school gym at 6:00 P.M. to'do a "run-

through" of the program. The children helped the school

maintenance crew set up the room for the meeting; this in-
cluded chair and table placement and setup of audiovisual

equipment.
As parents arrived for the meeting, they were given a

name tag and a booklet and were asked to wait in the library

while the final rehearsal was completed. Once the parents

were seated in the gym, I welcomed them and explained that

the program they were about to see was planned and prepared

by the students as one solution to the problem of getting
both new students and their parents acquainted with our..

school. Attendance was approximately sixty, including,dhil-
dren who accompanied parents, as well as some parents 'of

members of the orientation class.
The show went very smoothly. It sounded as if the chil-

dren had been rehearsing for weeks. After the preaentation

in the gym was completed, we ill adjourned to the library

for refreshments. During this time, a videotape on some of

the language arts projects was shown. (This had been taped

earlier by the librarian.) The children had agreed t,hat this

portion of the school program was of great interest to the

parents.
Most of the children stayed to clean up the kitchen and

clear the gym, but we were all out of the school by 9:00 P.M.
Two weeks later, the class held a bake sale to,pay fdr the

printing expenses that were incurred in the cdurse qf the

unit--a total of $13. They cleared $33 and contributed the

excess of $20 to the sixth-grade musical scheduled for el.ater

in the year.
Several weeks after the bake sale, in an effort to bring

(*).1. ki
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closure to the unit, the children decided to evaluate the
effectiveness of the meeting. During a class discussion the
students deqloped a telephone survey of nine questions to
be given to new parents who hill attended their meeting. The
survey sample consisted of eight new families. ksample of
the questionnaire and answer sheet can be seen in Figures
C3-12 and C3-13. When the answer sheets were completed, a
groui of four students made a chart of the answers on an
overlay which could be shown on an overhead projecto . A
copy of the student chart can be seen injPigure C3-14. It

was shown during en afternoon class discussion. From the

chart the class concluded that most of the peoPle inter-
viewed had understood the purpose Of the meeting and had
gained some useful information. One of the student callers
noted that the people with whom she had spoken were very
complimentary.

Before ending the unit, we discussed whether or not this
type of unit should be done earlier in the year. The ail-.
dreu agreed thit there simply is not enough tine to organize
everything by an earlier date. Later in the.school year,
members of the Rotn School staff used the slide/tape shopi
during Kindergarten Round-Up as a means of explaining the
school program to the pkrents of new kindergarten students.
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4. ,LOG ON ORIENTATION

by Sherry Malone*
Rilsman Middle School, Grade 8
Athenst, Georgia

(Decetber 1973-May 1974)
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ABSTRAcT
This class of eighth-grade students worked on orienting

inccadng students to their school as well as orienting out-
vying atudents to .thetlocal high school. DurinOkthe first
month they spent en hour each day working on the challenge
and then reduced that to an hour and a half per wok. The
children collected measurements of.the schocd building for
a school map and surveyed students in their orn school as
well as the high school to determine orientationrneeds. The

results of the surveys were tabulated, graphed, and analysed
before iny action was taken. Action on the challenge in-
cluded the deivelopment of a slide/tape show, orientation
meetings, tours of the school, a newsletter for,students
,preiardAg to enter the local hie* smhool, and a school band-.
book. Through additional eirveye and questionnaires, sev-
eral students also investigated the effects on people of
moving to a new locale.

My class began work on the Orientation challenge with a
discussion of the meaning of migration, its consequencei,
anethe factors that cause people ta move.** The students
listed the following problemi that might be faced by people
who move to a new community:

1. no friends

2.% not being accepted
3.1 speech
4. clothing or appearance
5. climate
6* customs
7: material possessions
8. activities
9. physical characteristics

USMES staff,

**The unit challenge at thattime was, "Find ways
newcomers to our community." Since then it has
broadened to include any new situatión in which
might find themseimes, not just situations thly
ihey move to a new community.--ED.

to help
been
students
face Oben.,
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To begin the next session,1 wrote on the board many'ef
the bettor ideas aboutAloving that the students had. btain-

stormed. These included the following:

1. How many new students enter at various
times of the year?

2. 'What is the effect socially on a thirteen

year,old?
3. 'What impacts must an individual face when

hoishe moves to a new community?
4. What problems exist when there is movement

between schools, and haw can these problems
be eased?

As a class we talked about these andfother ideas that
had been suggested. We decided our ideas could be divided
into three groups:

1. The effects of migration(social, economic,
physical)

2. The reasons people have for moving
,3. The needs newcOmers to a community have and

how they aie set

At the beginning of the session I issued the challenge:
"What are the most important problems that newcomers en-
unter, and what can the school and/or community do for
comers?" We discussed how the three miin areas that we
defined would relate to the challenge, and I asked the
dents to choose one of these areas for group work.0 From
s time the three groups worked simultaneously, but 8ep-

arately0 except for interaction during class discussions.
For claiity, the activities of each group are reported
separately.

There were ten members in the group concerned with iden-
tifyino needs of newcomers and dealing with them. ,lhey be-
gan quickly tobrainstorm ideas related to their area and

listed the following:

Things to find out:

49.
1. How moving affects a thirteen-year-old boy
2. How the needs of the family affect the tine

they move

13. Whether people who move from other parts of
the country adapt readily tO different foods

L.,"5
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Things to do to help newcomers:

1. Have a slide show of school and teachers for
incoming students

2. Make pamphlets, rule books, and a.Summary of
what teachers have planned for each quarter

3. hist textbooks that will be used
4. Have a group appointed to show newcomers

where everything i
5. Have'a map of schoo

They then trted to decide witL what level of society (school,
local, state, international) they should work, and, after
wuch discussion, they decided on orientation of new students
as their problem. One group'felt i slide/tape show should
be shown to incoming students, and another group decided
they should investigate Cedar Shoals High School, to which
the eighth grades would go next year.

TWo members of the group started working on the slide/
tape show by writing letters to two people they.knew who
had slides of the school, asking to borrow these. They
spent a couple of hours going through the slides, deciding
which they wanted to use, and then wTote to the owners ask-
ing to keep those slides for a while longer. They then
telephoned a number of photography stores and discovered
that it would be cheaper to take their own slides than to
reproduce ones'already made. They decided to take their own
slides and telephoned to find the store that would give them
the best price.

They Obtained a camera and bouga film and flash bulbs
and began to make a list of the twenty slides they felt
would be beneficial for sixth graders. When they took the
pictures, they tried to photograph sixth graders as much as
possible so that the incoming fifth graders could identify
with them or recognize ehem and the sixth-grade teachers
more readily. They were quite selective about their photo-
graphs and wouldn't-take any' when children were making
"Black Power" and "Peace" signs because they had spotted
the camera.

When the slides they ha4 taken of theMiddle School were
developed, the children reviewed them and wrote down what
should be said about each slide. They, had thought to record
students and teachers talking but hadn't beem successful in
this. The group found the writing of thcscript tedious and
lost much of their enthusiasm. The script they wrote was
not very interesting as it did little but Aoy what the viewer

3
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,could see, rathec thin really orient him. I suggested that
they read it to some of the other students for their reac-
tion. These reactions left little do,' that it "turned
students off," not "on." The 4tudenti reluctantly tarted
rewriting the script.

After an evaluation of our mork at a reporting session,
the class decided that the slide/tape show was an important
aspect of their work. Consequently several other students
joined the group, and with this fresh talent the script-.
writing began to move again. The group decided to flash
their slides on the wall and to have all the students pool
their ideas about each slide. One-person would take down

the dictated final form. This was a-very slow process, but
gradually.the script was written. Figure'C4-1 shows an eX-

ample of the script of one slide. After they had written
the script, they put the slides in order..

During the cript-writing, one student suggested that
they sell their slide/tape show to the school and put the
money in a fund for other such projects, but a more cautious
student said, "Let's see bow well we do first," and the idea
was put aside.

When the script was written, the students corrected it
for grammatical errors.

"You don't end a sentence with 'of."
"Why not?"
"Because it's a preposition!"
They then obtained a tape recorder and asked interested

students to audition as,readers. Four of their group wanted
to read the script, and each was recorded while reading,the,
section for one slide. The tape was given to a Language
Arts/Speech teacher who didn't know who the speakers were.
She chime the last speaker and gave advice about speech
errors.

The recording of.the tape proved difficult because twice
the recording was apoilad by noise or interruptions, and we
*decided it would have to be recorded after school one day.
The six students who were making the slide/tape show talked
with the counselor, and it was decided that they would be
responsible for visiting the three elementary schools which
feed into Hilsman. They would introduce the slide/tape show,
answer questions, and talk aboue other aspects of middle
school life. The students were really delighted and proud
of thelIknew role.

While this group of children had been waiting for their
slides to be developed, they decided to construct a nap of
the school for the benefit of incoming students. They
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obtained a.map of the school but d cided wasn't good
enough. They tried Co get bluepri ts of the school so that
they could get accurate measureme s, but these were not
available. The children were informed "by the office" that
there were fourteen feei betwe,ei each beam in the building,
but they soon didcounted this idea is the number of concrete

ip blocks between the .beams varied. all alternatives exhausted,
they set out to measure the building with a surveyor's taPe
measure. During the measuring the students decided to round

.1

theY iould let the

1
C

%.0

the walls might'not touch."

off their measurements to the ne est foot. I asked them
'what ms might.arise by do g this, and they mentioned

.9!. several things Such as,'"if, you were building this school,

C,/ s
reader of their mai) know this mitation and they said,

4.. asked hoir

,, ..x. ,
0 0. e .1: "Just say in the-key, 'measurements to the nearest foot.'"

tP' cl

c
Ell c students coip

. bi
lained 'that ey could not follow it. There

When the map was complet d and shown to the class, other

,t9 :6 (I) it ._0 was discussion about whe her,it was best to put on the map .

411( f) V -11, 0 I roam numbers (which are seldom usecq, teachers' names (which

change), or the area. Same students thougla the map wast 8 0

9' 0 bi
.1: _i 4

il

not correct, and the Mapping Group challeged these students

S. to remeasure the building.
When this was done, itrshowed that the map was indeed in-

.... / c 1So p .0- ,--,

accurate because the students had assumed the two wings of.
0 the building to be symmetrical and had measured only one
o) AO/ .3 :A' o a

. C wing, Also, two storage rooms had been left off the map.
... At this stage the original map takers gave up the-job, and

othei students took over the redrawing of the map. This

4)/ tookz7a long time but was finilly cotpleted. When the map

0 was acceptableq the students then faced the problem of re-
ducing the map to fit into the Hilsman Highlights pamphlet.

i 'Another subgroup decided to survey one-third of the pres-
d P' ent eighth-gradesstudents to aetermine what they would like

Z %4) to know before going to high school. They wrote the survey,

duplicated it, and were very efficient about distributing td

0/ it and tallying the reiults. -At first they intended,to re-
port their results as percentages of the total number in

17' theaurvey and the total number of eighth graders, butithey
latef changed their minds and looked at the "How To" Cards .

,for ideas on graphs. After considering using scatter graphs,

they decided bar graphs were more appropriate. A copy of

both their survey and their bar graph are shown in Figures
C4-2 ind C4-3.

A girl from the group wrote a letter to the principal of
Cedar Shoals High School requesting an interview to obtain
material concerning orientation for ninth graders. They

Figure C4-3

I. 4 )N,
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found the principal very hel ful in the interview", and he

gave them a map of the sthoo . Some other students wrote
requesting permission to Photograph the high school for a

slide/tape show. As well as hotographing scenes around

the school, they also passed t a questionnaire to ninth
graders to identify what activ ties, rules, etc., they would
like to have known more about 1efore entering high school.
The questions were similar to t ose in the survey of eighth
graders, and the results are sb wn in their bar graph in

Figure C4-4. 1

After completing the surveys, the high school orientation
group lost their direction and di n't get anything done for

a while. The students said that hey were bored and that_
the problem was that the high sch ol already had a scale map
of the school, an ekplanatory hand ook, and a registration
booklet, and they feIt there was n thing else for them to do.
They considered taking more photogr phs but had not yet done
anything with the photographs they ad taken earlier. They

later decided to work on a newslett r for eighth graders.to

be posted in Hilsman Middle School.
Early in ourynrk on Orientation, two boys in the group

working on helping to fill the needs f newcomers deci d to

make a Hilsman Handbook for incoming tudents, plann o

illustrate it and type it themselves. They divided e

labor so that one wrote the text and e other illustrateiL

it. They thought it should te called lsman Highlights -'s

w3th the school symbol of a panther on the cover. During a

"project progress report day" the rest of the class discussed

the pamphlet. One tudent felt that t dress code and at-

tendance rules were ' reary." He sugge ted that they should
add other things like a sample lunch me u and favorite neigh-

borhood place& to go. This provoked a ikely debate as to

whether there were any "places" to go. o agreement was

reached; and the boys making the pamphle said they would

consider the suggestion. It was the una imous opinion of

the class that the names df the teaching staff should be
omitted since staff changes occur.from y ar to year, and, as

one student said, "What does a new kid c re?"
When the first draft of the handbook ad,been written and

corrected, the students chose the illust tions to go with;

the text. They also started to figure o haw much the

pamphlet would cost to produce. They res arched the cost

of the paper from s eral local establis ents and, on the

basis of this, decid. to change the size of the handbook to

make better use of the paper. It seemed likely that the

paper shortage would limit the number 'of ogee they could
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Figure C4-6

we are qtudying the 'effejts of migration on people in social studies.
This is a survey pertaining to migration. We would appreciate it if find out ho0 much the pamphlet would cost.
jou would fill this nut with the correct information. Encouraged by the princlpal's'positive reiponse, the stu-.

1. Was your last move 7. Were your children lif in dents set out to intervieW other members of,the school con-

0 in town leave their friends? Cerning the booklet. They also tried to decide how the
school) upset by having to

6. in state ......15.... Yes
booklet Should be stapled together to be the most economical.
This proved to be difficulvas both sides of the paper, hadr-''w

%Li oat of state no
to be used, and the students could not decide whethiCli-'

1 or other indifferent , would be better to staple along a fold or to cut the pages
i not itt sow! and staple along one side. Sketches of,their two Ichoices

re shown in Figure C4-
t 4 1 yoar ago The pamphlet group d cide that they would need 300
I
4
5

2-3 years ago copies for the incoming ents, but,when they phOned Bev-
:, 6 4-5 years ago

longer than 5 years

81

produce and distribute. They had hoped to sell it to all
thit year's fifth graders.

The students' made a second draft of the pamphlet, includ-t*
ing illustrations, to show to the principal for his approval.
A copy of one of the pages of the boalet is shown in Figure
C4-5: The principal was veiy pleased with their idea and
said he'd been wanting such a booklet for some time. He
made a few corrections to their proofs and suggested that
the students visit etch team in the school, as'well as the
library and the counselors. He also asked the students to

2. When wa5 your last move

eral printers, they were quoted costs that mere over $100.
They then found out that if they could manage with fewer'
than one hundred copies, the cost would Se about seven cents

yOu connected with , a copy for duplicating. The manufacturing of the booklet
was heleup because the student who.had volunteered to type
it found Ithat she didn't have the time, and the group.de-
cided to ask the secretary to do it.'

The second area to be,studied was the effects of moving
on.the people themselves. Girls working on this problem
designed a survey and distributed it to new stUdents,lask-

4. Was your reason for moving
ing how.the family had reacted to moving and whether the
children were upset by having to leave thelr friends.' A
copy of the surveyowith the results is shown in Figup C4-7.

climate I The results were tallied'and displayed in bar graph*. ''They

5. What was your family's first reaction when they lear4d later wrote queetionnaires to find where people came from
about the move, and where people had moved to in Athens. This questionnaire,
20 excit,ed 7 willing shown inTigure C478, was distributed to approximately fifty

41. ,upsPt 4 5' skeptical studentiKin each of the grades at- Hilsman.

disappointed'
The students collected the data from the questionnaire4

for all the people who had moved within the last,five years

6. Do you co'nsider your move and marked the location of their ptevious home with a dot

J temporary permanent
on either a county map, a state map, ore United States nap.O It/

By using information from the counselor's office, they did
10 undec ided

the same for students who had moved from Athens to out-of-
Figure C4-7 state locations.
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The students decided that the small maps were inadequate
because the dots ran together. They decided to use a wall
map instead. In order to draw this, they stuck white paper
on the wall and projected a map of the United States on it
with an opaque projector. They then traced the outline of
the U.S. and those of the states. The students had to use
theilarge atlas from theAbrary in order to locate the
towns correctly. They then found a large cardboard box
(which had'held a washing machine) and transferred the wall
map to the cardboard. They had to do this so that they -

i

could stick pins into the map at the v rious locations.
They then stretched yarn from these lo ations to Athens.
They used green cuyarto show moves to thens and yellow yarn
to show novas away from Athens to other parts of the country.
,The map stimulated a lot of interest from other studente,in
the school and grovoked comments, such as, "I used to live
there," and, "Why would someone from Lop,Angeigs ever move
to Athens?" Sous students used atlases to cheat the loca-
tion of the towns on the map. The children who had made the
map were very proud of their work and often visited the room
"to make mire it was staying up.'!*

At the end of the school year the schoOl secretary had
not yet had time to type the Hilsman Highlights handbooi.
However, she promised to type it during the vacation, and
thio- boys in charge of the project arranged to collect
the booklet from her at the beginning of August. They
planned to have it duplicated during August so that it
would be ready to distribute to the new aixth graders at
the beginning of the school year.

Three members of the Siide/Tape Show Group took their
slide show to the three elementary schools. Aa they'had not
managed to tape the script yet, the students read the script
as they projected the slides. The saidents also took the
fifth graders 0; a tourroi Hilsman Middle School to help
orient them to the school when they arrived in Septeuber.

*Students making a school directory might include a copy
of such a map, coded so that the state of origin of in-
dividual students can be found. This might help students
get to know one another, either becauee,of a common back-
ground or because of an interest in a different part of the
country.--ED.

4 'J



D. References

1. LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS Below are listid the current "How To" Card titles that
students working on the Orientation challenge might find
useful. A complete listing of both the "How To" Cards and
the Design Lab "How To" Cards is contained in the USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

GEOMETRY G 1 How to Construct'a Circle'Which is a Certain Distance
hound

414

GRAPHING GR 1 How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 2 How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements,or

Counts of the Same Thing by Mildia a HistograM
GR 3 How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data
GI 4 How to Decide Whether to Make a Bar Graph Picture or

a Line 'Graph Pictute of Your Data a.

GR 5 How to Find Out i There Is Any Rilationship Between
Two Things by Raking a Scatter Graph

GR 6 How to Make Predictions by Using a Scatter Graph
'GR 7 How to Show Several Sets of Data on One Graph

MEASUREMENT M 1 How to Use a Stopwatch
M 2 How to Measure Distances
M 3 How to Measure Large Distances by Using a Trundle

Wheel 11
M 9 How to Make a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing

Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit
M 10 How to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Any Measure-

meat in One Unit to Another Unit

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 2 How to Record Data by Tallying
PS 3 How to Describe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
PS k How to Describe Your Set of Data by Using the ,Middle

Piece (Median)
PS 5 How to Find the Median of a Set/of Data from a His-1

togram

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 How to Compare Fractions or Rationb3= Making a
Triangle Diagram*

It 2 How to Make a Drawing to Scale
R 3 How to Make Scale Drawings Bigger or Smaller

3-0 *Presently called Slope Diagram.
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New.titles to be added;

How to Round Off Data
How to Design and Analyze a Survey
How to Choose a Sample
How to Make and Use a Cumulative Distribution Graph
How to'Hap a Large Area

A cartdon-style series ot "Ham To" Cards for primary
grades is being developed from the present complete set.
In most cases titles are different-and contents-have been
rearranged among the various titles. It is planned that

this additional series will be available early Ap 1977.

0'



. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

GRAPILTNG

GROUP DYNAMICS
-4010,0

MEASUREMENT

As students work on USMES challenges, teacheri may nted
background information that is not readily accessible else-

where. The Background Papers fulfill this need and often
include descriptions of activities and investigations that

students might carry out.
Below are listed titles of currentlrickground Papers

that teachers may find pertinent to Orientation. The papers

are grouped,in the categories shown, but in some cases the

categories averlap. For example, some papers about graphing

also deal with probability and'statistics.
The Background Papers are being revised, reorganized, and

rewritten. As a result, many of the titles will change.

GR 3 Vaing Graphs to Understand Data by Earle Mon
GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Data on One Graph by

Betty Beck
GR 6 Using Sdatter Giaphs to Spot Trends by Earle Lomon
GR 7 Data Gathering and Generating,Graphs at the Same Time

(or Stack and Graph DEM at One Pell Stoops) by

Edward Liddle

GD. 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That May Aride in UMW
Activities by Earle Lomon

M 3 Determining the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain

Wasurement by MBES Staff

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 1 Collecting Data in SetS or Samples by USMRS Staff

PS 4 Design of Surveys and Samples by Susan J. Devlin and

Anne E. Freeny
PS 5 Examining One and Dwo Sets of Data Part I: A

General Strategy and One-Sampae Methods by Lorraine

Denby and James Landwahr

85'

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 4 Graphic Coaperison of Fractions by Merrill Goldberg

R 2 Geometric Comparison of Ratios by Earle Lomon

R 3 'Making and Using a Scale Drawing by Earle Lomon

.
I

(
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3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NONUSHES HAIDIAIS

,

The following materials are ;eferences that may be of
some use during work on Orientation. The teacher is advised

to check directly with the publisher regarding current
prices. A list of rdferences on general mathematics and
science topics can be found in the USMES GUide.

Ring, Arthur.; Planning and Producing Handmade Slides and
Illmetrips for the Classroom. Lear Siegler, Inc./Fearon
Publishers, 6 Davis Drive, Belmont,'California 94002.
1974.

,Explains'and illustrates how simple handmeade slides and
filmstrips can be made in the classroom without.thf need
for a camera, using inexpensive materials such as acetate
film, thermofax transparency, overexposed and underexz'
posed commercially mounted slidesi:andclear adhesive
shelf papdr. Also includes master worksheets for both
slides and filmstrips with advice on making presentations.



4. GLOSSARY

1

Audio

Audiovisual

Average

, Caption

,

e foliating definitions may be helpful to,a teacher
whos class idinvestigating an Orientation challenge.
The e terms may be used when they are appropriate for the
children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the chil-.
dren ihat when they conduct surveys, thei are collecting
data. It is not necessary for the teacher or students to
learn the definition's nor to,use all of these terms while
working on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin

to use the words and understand the meanings as they broom
involved in their investigations.

Relating to the transmission, reception, or reproduction
of sound.

Releting to both hearing and sight. 400

The numerical value obtained by dividing t sum of the

elements of a set of data by the number of elements in thr
set. Also called the mean.

0 An explanatory title that accompanies a drawing or photo-

\ graph.

Conversion., A change from one form to another. Generally associated in41W

mathematics and science with the change from one unit of

i°
measure to another or the change from one form of energy to
another.

Correlation A relationship between,two sets of data.

Cost

4

1

The amount of money needed to produce or to purchase g
or services.

Data Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.

Discount A reduction in the price of products or services, often
awed as a percentage of price. This is done (1) for cus-
tomers who buy in large quantities or (2) in order to gen-
erate a greater volume of sales.

Distribution 11The spread of data over the range of possible results.
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Edit

event

Frequency

Graph

Bar Graph

To co/lett and arrange materials into
or program.

A.0appening; an occurrence; something
Example: when a child moves.

a finished publication

that takes place.

The number of timeia certai4 event occurs in a given unit
of time3or in a given total iumber of events. .

A drawing or a picture of on or several sets of data.

A graph of a set ofwmeasures or counts whose sizes are
represented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars
of equal.widths. Example: survey results on the total
number of students desiring information on various topics.
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A line graph that is used to change one unit of measurement
to another. Example: c nging feet to yards'.
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Cumulative Distribution Graph

4.

- .
6

---
A graph that can beconsizucted from a hiatogram by cord-
puting running"totals. froni the histogram data. The firaz ,

running total is the first value irk the histogram. datasee

table of ialuee).. The second running total is ihe stnn of-

the first and second values of the histogram, the third Pi
the sum of firat, second, and third values, and êo on. The

horizontal scale_ on the graph is similar 'to that of ths.
histogram; the vertical' scale. goes' from .0 'to the total num- .

bers,of events observed or samples taken (in the example

the total number of students surveyed), Each Vertical dis-

:tance on the graph shows the rUnning total of ,the.number qf
samples taken that are less than or equal to the value shown

on the 'horizontal scale;, thus, tfie.graph below indicates

that five students -.(or. about 16%."of the total) had lived, in . .

the cilsmunity .foi four or. fewer years.:.
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Bistogram

Line Chart

ft

I informal4n
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Recsss
ClAssrocit
Arramewest,
Faralfo.rt
Litach 0444

School ROWS

Cyril Clus

Ina.fic., Art

Soka441e, fhots

School Mo. p

A type of bar graph that shows the distribUtion of thee
number of times that different measures or counts of the

same event have occurred. A histogram alwarrihows ordered
numerical data on the horizontal axis. Example: thenumber
of students who have lived within a community for a given

'period of time.
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A bar graph that is represented by circles, çriangles, or
crosses with lines connecting them so that i4Ji.aa the appear.:

ance of a line graph. (See Line Graph.) Th s is a useful
representation when two or more sets of data are shown on

the sane graph: Example: survey results on the percentages

of primary students and of intermediate students desiring
informatioia on various topics:
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Line Graph

VI

Slope Diagram

A graph in which a smooth line or line segments pass through
or near points representing members of a set of data. Since
the line represents an infinity of points, the variable on .
the horizontal axis must be continuous. If the spaces be-
tween the markings on the horizontal axis have wo meaning,,
then the graph is not a line graph, but a line chart (see
Line Chart), even though the data points are connected,by
lines.

A graphical means of comparing fractions or ratios. To rep-
resent the ratio a/b, plot the point (b,a) and draw a line
from (b,a) to the origin, (0,0). The s1dpe of this line
represents the ratio a/b. By comparing slopes of-several
lines, different ratios can-be compared; the steeper the
line, the larger the ratio. For example, in the diagram
showing thetratio of price to number of booklets.for dif-
ferent ways to produce the booklet, the ratio of p4ce to
number for method X is larger khan that for methods Y and Z,
and therefore method X costs the most per booklet, while
method Z costs the least per booklet.

AC

Prmi;n3
methftr

X

W.mbe'r of
11..1(lets

COSt

SO

If

00

---Histogram See Graph.

40
Hypothesis A tentative conclusion made in order to test its implica-

,

tions or consequences. J

aft

OOkiE
cbsrs

3. hie
Neusikove of ioKitts

Inference

pti

Investment

An assumption derived from facts or information considered
to be.valid and accurate.

The outlay of Money for a future financial return.

Mean See Average.

4
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Median

. )

Mode

Ofdered Set

Per Cent

Percentage

Pr6bability

Proportion

Mr:riddle value of a set of data in which the elements
have been ordered fram smallest to largest. The median
value has as many elements above it as below it.

The element or elements in a set of data tnit'occur most.
often.

A set ofIdata arranged from smallest to largest.

Literally per hundred. A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 per cent 72/100 0.72 72% , where
the symbol % repiresents 1/100.

A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

The likelihood or chance (expressed numerically) of one
event,occurring out of several possible events.

A statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals the third term divided by
the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 1/2. Also a synonym for
ratio: when two quantities are in direct proportion, their
ratios are the same.

Quartile 46;

First\ The first quartile is the value of the quarter-way piece
of data in an ordered Set of dap.

Third

Interquartile Range

Range
40

kahk

Ratio

1c6

The third quartile is the value of the three-Oarter...way
piece of data in an ordered set of data.

.

The range or length of the zaddle 50% of an ordered set of
data; the difference between the first and third quartile.

Mathematical: the difference between the smallest and
largest values in a set of data.

To order the members of a set according to some criterion,
such as size.or impartance. Exapple: to put pieces of
data from smallest to largeit.

The quotient of two denominate numbers or values indicating
the relationship in quantity, size, or amounrbetween two
different things. For exkmple, the ratio of the price for a
certain number of booklets Eo the number of booklets might
be $15 or $15:100 booklets .

100'booklets



Retail Price

SamPle

Sample Size

Scale

Scale DraKing

Scale map

Statistics

Tally

'Wholesale Price

The price level of goods sold in Small quantity to the
COMIUMer.

A representative fraction of a population studied to gain
idformation about the whole population.

The number of eleeeims in a sample.

A direct proportion between two Sets Yof dimensions (as be-
tween the dimensions in a daawing of a lab and the actual
lab).

,

A drawing whose dimensions are/in direct proportion1to the
object drawn.

A map whose dimensions are in diriict proportion to the
dimensions of the area represented:.

The science of drawing conclusions or making predictions
using a collection of quantitative data.

A visible record used to keep a count of some set of data,
especially a record of the number of times one or sore
events occur. Example: the numbei.of students desiring
information on the 14101 menu.

The price level of goods14: in large quantity to a leer-,

chant for resale.

/I
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilize Orientation

Sm.

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to whitb it pro-
vides experience in the process of solving real problems.
Many would agree that this aspect di learning is so impor-
tant as to deserve a regular place in the school program
even if it means decreasing to some extent the time spent
in other important areas. Fortunately, real problem solving

is also an effective way of learning many of the skills,
,

Pprocesses, and concepts in a wide,rang f school subjects!..

On the following pages are five ch a s and an extensive,
illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas of Study
that are utilized indJSMES. The charts rate Orientation
according to its potential for learning in various catego-
ries of each of five subject areas--real problem solving,
mathematics, science, social science, and language arts.
The rating system is based on the amount that each skill,
process, or area of study within the subject areas is used--
,extensive (1), moderate (2), same (3)", little or no use (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all USMES units
in a similar way.)

The chart for real problem solving presents the many as-
pects of the problem-solving process that students generally
use while,working on an USMES challenge. A number of the '

steps in the process are used many times and in different
orders, and many of the steps can be performed concurrently
by separate groups oldstudents. Each aspeCt listed in the

chart applies not -My to the major problem stated in the
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each smalls.

. group undertakes while working on a solution to the major

problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extensive exper-
ience with the problem-solving process.

The charts for mathematics, science, social science, and
language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study that may be learned by students as they re-
spond to an Orientation challenge and become involved with
certain activities. Because the students initiate the ac-
tivities, it is impossible to state unequivocally which
activities will take place. It is possible, however, to
document activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and identify those skills and processes that have been used
by ihe students. ,

Knowing in advance which skills and processes are likely
to be utilized in Orientation, and knowing the extent that

they will be used, teachers can postpone the teadhing of

, i 0-1
4 41..
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those skills in the traditional manner,until later in the

year. If the students have not learned them during their
USMES activities,by that time, they'can study them in the

usual way. FurtberAhe Charts enabIe a teacher to inte-
grate USMES more readily with othtr areas of classroom work.

. For examolle, teachers may teadh fractions _during math period
when fractions are also being learned and utilized in the
students' US-NES activities., Teachers i+rho have.used USMES'

for several successive yearschave foUnd that students are
more motivated to learn basic skills when they have deter-
mined a need for Mem intheir.USMES activities. During an

USMIS session the teacher may allow the students to learn
the skills entirely on their own or from other students, or
the teadher may conduct a skill session as the need for a 7

particular skill irises.
Because different USMES units have differing emphases.on

the various aspects of problem solving and varying ambunts
of possible wdtk in the various subject areas, teachers each
year might select several possible challenges, based on

.? their studente previous work in.USMES, for their,class to
consider. , This.choice should provide students with as ei-

tensiVe a range of problems and as Wide &variety of-skills,
processes, and areas of study as poisible during their yeart

in'school.- The charts-and lists on the followingAiages can
also help teachers with this type of planning.

Some USMES, teachers have used a chart similar to the one
given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,'
noting eachkchild's exposure to the 42iious aspects of the

process. Such a chart might be kept current by sUcceeding
teachers and-passed on as part of a student's permanent

recOrd. Each year some attempt could be de to,vary a stik!

dent's learning not only by introducing ifferent types of

challenges but also by altering t e a 4ific activities in

which etch student takei part. Fo mple, children wild.

haVe'done mottly construction work.in one unit marbe en-
couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
sis in their next unit. ,

Following the rati g charts are'the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real prOblem Solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of studir learned and utilized in AA^

Orientation., Like the charts, these lists are based on

umentation ,of activities that have taken place In USMES

ssea. The greater detail of the lists allows teachers to
s ertmectly how the,various basic skills, processes, and
reas of study listed in the charts may arise in Orientation.

,

t "I



..T The number of examples in the real problem solVing list
'have been limited beceuse the list itself would be umresson-
ably long if all the examples'mere listed for some of the
categories. It should also be noted thft the example(s)
the first categoryIdentifying and Defin4ng Problens--have
been limitedto the major problem that is the focus of the i

unit. During the course of their:work, the students will
'encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, suctras
tbe problem of.how to disOlay their data or how to draw a

scale layout.
Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES

into its various'subject area components is a difficult and
highly inexact procedure. WithimUSMES the varioui subject
areas. overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to

'some extent arbitrary. 'For example, where does measuring'
as a mathematical skill end and measurement as'science and
social science procesi begin? How does one distinguish
between the processes of real problem solVing, of science;
and of social science? Even 'within one subject area, the
problem still remains-what is the dikference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of gtudy? This prob-:

lem has been Artially solved by judicious choice of ex-
amples and extensive cross...referencing.

Because Of tbieoverlarufaubject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-
able in,the fields of mathematict, science, social science;

'and langUage arts. It represents one method of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES end in no way denies the
existence of other methods.
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

Identifying aRd defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigations,

needed.

Determining what needs to be done first,

.isatting priorities.

Deciding on best wayip,to obtain.infirmation
needed. ir

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed:

Utilizing and appreciating basic akills
and processes.

CarrYing out data collgction procedures--
observing, aurveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,

constructing.

Asking questians, inferring. CL

Distinguishing fact from opinion, relevant
fram irrelevant data, reliable from
unreliable sources.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING'
Overall
Rating

97

Evaluating prOcedures used for data col-

lection and analysis, Detectift flaws

in process or errors' in data.

Organizing and processing data or informa-

tion.
;

Analyzing and interpreting data or informa-

tion.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, sug- ,

gesting 'possible solutiotis based on dsta[

collected.

Evaluating proposedaolutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.

Trying out various solutions and evaluating

the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or

information.

Working=to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Making generalizations that mighr hold true

under similar circumstances; applying
problem-solving process to other real

problems.

KEY. 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, '3 = same use, - = little or no use.'

1

1
,

1

1

1

4,
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MATHEMATICS

Basic Skills
. -

-

,Overall

Rating

Clasaifying/DOtegorizing
Counting -

Camputation'gsing Operationi;
.Addition/Sibtraction A

Muftiplication/Division
FraCtfotis/Ratios/Percentages

Business and Consumer Mathematics/
- Money and Finance
Measuring,

Comparing
,Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
Organizing Data
Statistical Analysis:'
Opinion iurveys/Sampling Techniques
Graptiitig

'Spatial Visualization/Geometry

6

Areas of Study

Nuderation Systems .1

Number'Systems and Properties
Denominate Numiers/Dimensiols
Scaling

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence'
Accuracy/Measuremene Error/

Estimation/Approximation
.StItistics/Random Pfocesses/Pro ability
Graphing/Functions
Fraction/Ratio
Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalence/InequalitylEqUations
Money/Finance*.

Set Theory

3'

1

2

-1

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

1

3

3

2

2

JO! '1 = extensiVe use, 2 = moderate use, 3 =

SC I ENCE et
Overall
Rating

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defiling Varieties Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring"

Devices and EquApment .

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Tedting Hypothesee/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organising, Processing Data
AnZyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating,0D4splaying Data
Generaliiing/Applying Process to New
Problems

,*

Areas of Study .

Measurement
Motion
Force

.

Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids; Liquids; and Gases
Electricity
Heat
Light
Sound

Animal and Plant.ClassificatiOn
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/ârowth'
Genetice/Heredity/Propagation
Ahimil and Plant-Behevior
Anatomy/Physiology

4

.,

some use, - = little oi)o use

i1
1.

1

3

3

3

3

3

2

>

4



SOC 1AL SCI ENCE Overall
Rating

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Varisbles
Manipulating, Controllidg Variables/

Experimenting
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypoiheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data ,

1DommUnicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

2

2

2

.2

Accepting responsibility for ao.tions and
'results .

Developing interest and involvement in
human affairs

Recognizing the importance of individual
and group contributions to society

Developing inquisitivenes's, self-reliance,
end initiative

Recognizing the values of cooperation',
group work, and division'of labor

Understanding modes of inquiry used In the
sciences, appreciating their-power and
precision

Respecting the views, thoughts, and
feelings of others

Being open to new.ideas andinformation
Learning the importance and influence of
values in decision making

Areas of Study

Anthropology,
Economics
Geography/Physical Environmen
Political Science/Governnent Systems
Recent Local Histori
Social Psychology/Individuar and Group

Mhavior
,Sociolostv/Social SvstemS

1

1

.1

1

1

1

1

. 3

LANGUAGE ARTS

99

Overall
Rating

Basic Skills

Reading
Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words

I
Sentences, Paragraphs

Critical heading: Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language
Speaking

Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling

1Gr:. Punctuation, Syntax, Usage

Co..osition
Study Skills .

Outlining/Organizing
Using Referencts and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas
through speaking and writing

_Appreciating the value of written
resources

Developing an interest in reading and .

'writing

Making judgments concerning what is read
Appreciating the value of different forns

of writingo, different forms of

communication

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = modrfe
3 = sone use, - = little or no use

3

2 spe

3

1

*1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN ORIENTATION

Identifying and Defining Problems

Deciding on Infozmation'and
WlIvestigations Needed

Determining What Needs to be
Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
Inforniation Needed

Working Cooperatively in Groups
on Tasks

Making Decisions as Needed

Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
. Skills and Processes "

I )

Students decide to help new students and school visitors
by informing them about the school and its program.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

After a discussion students decide they need to Survey
students to find out which things they want,information
on. .

Stulents decide that a slide/tape show will inform many
people (students and parents) about the school.

Studestg_dedde that information on students-ls needed for
a school handbook.

Children decide to conduct opinion survey first so that
they will knowwhere to concentrate their efforts.

, Children decide to take photographs and select the best
- ones before beginning a scriRt for the slide/iape show.

4

Students conduct opinion survey to obtain student pre-
ferences for information.

Students decide to interyiew principal to,obtain infor-
mation on school and its program.

Students form'groups to conduct survey, to take photo-
graphs, to prepare script, to prepare writipupg on
school program, to draw scale map of school.

Students decide to work inc4roups so that more can be

accomplished.
Students decide to survey a sample of students from each

grade.
Students decide to present a slide/tape show as part of

their orientation program.
Students decide that a school handbook is needed.

Students measure classrooms, hallways, and other parts ,

of the school for scale map.
Students time sections of slide/tape show.

$.

4



UtilizinTand Appreciating Basic
Skills and Processes (cont.)

Carroying Out Data Collection
Procedures--Opinion Surveying, ,

Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Questions, Inferring

a

40,

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources

4

Evaluating Proceddres Used for Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Erroll in Data

1 (")

Students interpret resultS of survey to find topicaol
greatest concern to students.

ii4adents give oral presentation (orientation program). .

See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SCCIAL SCIENCE, and
LANGUAGE 1RTS lists.

-Students conduct opinionsurvey.
Students 115ok up school regulations.
Students meatiUre building for scale map.'

Students classify people to be reached by orientation
program.

Students make dtrectio4al signs, trundle wheel.
See also MATHEMitICI-Iist: Classifying/Categorizing;

Measuring; Opinion Surveys/Samging Technigyes.
See also SCIENCE liit: Observing/Describing; Classifying;

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices and
Equipment; Areasuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying; Manipylatirig, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students ask whether new students have orientation prob
lems and infer from interviews and surveys that they do.

Students infer that the results from a sample of students
reflect the views of all the students.

Students infer from the.response to their orientation
program that tt helped.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predictizig/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Mbdeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, TeSting Hypotheses.

Students recognize the qualitative atipects of obtaining
data from an opinion surly.

Students recognize that ihe principal is a reliable source,
, of information abopt the school Rrogram. '

--.
. . j

.,

lit

Stuäents discuss thods used to measute for scale map of
school and Ais 1 any discrepancies. Students choose
one method for nal measurements.

. '183.
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""
Evaluating Procedures Used lor Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws:in Process or Errors in Data
(cont.)

Organizing and rocessing Data

1

,

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

. -

Predicting.Formulating H4potheses,
Suggesting Postibl? Solutions Based
on Alta Collected

.

Its;

Trying Out. Variims
SolU,

tithS"
and EvaluSting the Results,,'
Testing Hgpotheses

Students decide to improve their'opinion survey and dis-
duds changes to be made.

See also MATHEWICS list: Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off.

Ordering results of Opinion su'rVFY.--

Tabulating times'of various poetions of,slide/tape show.,
See MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,

Processing Data.

'

Interpreting-results of opinion iurvey; drawing bar graph
pf results,

Detkinining whether slide/tape show needs,tobe shoriened.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical

Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques.
See.also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,

Interpreting Data.

Akter conducting survey, students recOmmend several items
to be dovered,in their orientation program.

Students hypothesize that a slide/tape show will inform
a large number of people effectively.

Siudents hypothesize that a student handbook is needed
and decide to producelone.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/HOdelifig.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCt: Inferring/Prediating/Foimulating,
Testing HypotheseC.,1

,
Students decidefrom the response to their.orievation

program4hat thelslide/tape show was very effective in
informing's large nUmber.of people. -

,

*Based on the demand for'their student handbook, students :
decide that it was.needed.

See also SCIENCE list: Aferring/Pridictingt/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/MOdeling:

See also SOCIAL SCiENCE list: Inferring/Predictinq/
. Formulating, Telsting Hypotheses.

. .,

d.
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4

Communicating and Displaying

Data or Information

Working to Implenkpt Solution(s)
Chosen by the CI

Waking Generalizations That Wight.

Mold True under Similar Circumstances;
Appdying Problem Solvdng process to

Other Real Problems

Students draw scale map of school.
Students prepare and present slide/tape show.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing; Scaling.

Slealso SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

isplaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Students prepare and present orientation pfUltam.
StUdents pr4are student handbook.

Students apply knowledge and skills acquired to other

new.iituations they encounter; students develop self-

confidence about dealing with new situations.

See also SCIENCE listi Generalizing/Applying Process

, to New Problems.
See alsts soca', SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

,Process to Daily Life.

103
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Basic Skills

ACTIVITIES INORIENTATION UTILIZING' MATHEMATICS

. 4

ClassifyIng/Categorizing Using the-concepts of sets (subsets, unions, intersections,
, -

-%

set notation), e.g., set of students, teachers, parents.
qganizing and classifying seta of materials, information,

-s or activities, e.g., colors of paper for booklet, types
. _ of inforMatpn fot handbook. .

. ,

-
...- See slob SCIENCE-flat:, Classifying. .e

. v

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/DeSczibing/
Classifying. b

.CApnting

,

Computation Using Operations:
Addition/Subtraction

x

Computation Using Operations:
Multiplication/Division

1

'Counting votes to set priorities and determine actibn
to be taken.

t%

Counting suryey data,lugh as questionnaire data on
, problems faced by new siudents.
Counting number of meters, number of people,-
Counting tnreact scales on measnring instruments, such,'
, as tape measures or,yardsticks.
Counting by sets to -find scale'for graph axes.

Adding one=i two-,.or three-digit whole numbers"to fi4d
.total tally or total measuresent, such as size of
ehe playing field for a scale drawing.

'Adding.minutes and seconds, ale, when coordinating the
timing Of the sfide/tape show.

aSubtracting to find differences hetWeenpredicted and
actual measUrement,e.g., the number of people-

. attending an orientation program.
Subtractini one-, two-or three-digit whole numberi to,

find ranges'for graOh ixes or for measurementdata.

,

Uiing multiplication and diYision to increase or decrease
measurements, e.g., for scale drawings.

Multiplying whole numbers to find total,melsurement, e.g.;
tote} cost of printing booklets.

. %
Multiilying or dividing to'find Scale for gtaph axes.

1,

Multiplying and dividing to convert =its of Usasore,
as from feet to'inches,from inches to..feet, from

.. meters-to oeorimeieriv
. .

, e'Dividing to finct unit ara.s.fire, tiV.t cOst,'e.g., for slide, '

and hfoklet oductibn.'
,
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Computation Using Operations;
Multiplication/Division (q6nt.)

6

Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

Dividing to calculate averages, e.g., average numbei of
students in a class.

Dividing to calcUlate ratios, fractions, er percentages
while tabulating data, e.g., percentage of new students
in school.

Using mixed numbers to perform calculations, such as when
measuring for a scale map of the school.

Changing fractions to higher or lower.terme (equivalent
fractions) to perform operations, such as adding
measurements or computing dimensions on scale drawing.

Using ratios and fractions to convert from yards to
inches, meters to centimeters.

Using ratios to increase or decrease measurementa, e.g.,
for scale drawings of school rooms or sChool.building.

Using fractions in measure'lent, graphing, graphic com-
'parisons,-scale drawings.

Calculating ratios or percentages from survey data.
Calculating actual measuremtnts from scale drawings

using ratio of scale drawing.
Calculating percentiges,of yes answers to c

tionnaire,data from,different grades.
Calculating percentage of students that sho

handbook.

are ques-

receive ,

..""\

/,

Computation Using Operations: Adding, subtrscting, multiplying, and dividing dollara

Business and Coniumer Mathematics/ and cents to perform cost analysis, e.g., on develop -

Money and Finance ment and reproduction of slides, to figure cost and
profit or loss on student handbooks.

ell:ling comparative shopping for materials and services,
e.g., paper, printing, film, fila developing.

Assessing cost of items for orientation program (such
as slides) vs effectiveness of item.

Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and
limitations of revenues.

Measuring

I DO

Using arbitrary units (e.g., children's feet) to measure
the classrOom.

Using different'standard units of measure, e.g., to
11, measure the auditorium.
Using different measuring tools.
Reading measuring devices, such as a meter stick or

trundle wheel, accurately.

191
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Measuring (cont.) Converting from one unit of measurement to another, e.g.,
inches to feet, meters to centimeters.

See.also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data, -

Sde also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Colilecting, Recording

Wa/Abasuring.

Comparing Using the concept of greater than end less than in making
comparisons, e.g., comparing the number of new students

'in primary apd intermediate grades.
Comparing quantitative data gathered from various sotrces,

such as measurement data with that from blueprints of
the school.

Comparing qualitative information gathered from various
sources, such as survey data on problems gathered for
new students and School visitors.

Comparing estimated and actual results, e.g., measurements
of a given area of the school building.

Making,graphic comparisons of fractions and ratios when
determining the scale for a scale drawing.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,

Interpreting Data.

1

Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off

/

Organizing Data

0.

Eitimating error inpalitative judgients when collecting
opinion survey data.

Estimating the number of people who will attend a meeting.
Estimating the sile of a booklet or measurement of the

0
lunchroom.

Determining when a measurement is likely to be accurate
enough for a particular purpose.

Rounding off measurements while measuring 'portions of
the school for a scale map.

Rounding.off data

/

when drawing a scale map of the.school.

Tallying votes to set priorities.,
Tallying survey data.
Tallying on bar grpphs, histograms, such as number of

students in tach class that are new to the school.
Ordering real numbers an number line or graph axis.
Orilering test or survey results, such as.student pre-

lerences for contents of booklet.

1



Organiiing Data (cont.)

Statistical -Analysis

Ordering centimeters and meters when making a scale.
drawing of the school. I

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,
Propessing Data.

Assessing predictability of larger sample based on results
from_smaller sample.

Findiv average ratingi for esnr,ey.fhat CZntains
rating scale.

Finding and comparing medians end modes of measurement
data, e.g., median length of time a student him lived'
in the community.

Determinft range of a set of data.
Compiling quantitative data--survey results, measurements,

etc.
Interpreting bar graphs, histograms.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE li ts: Analyzing,

Interpreting Data.

r-

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques Conducting surveysrdefining data collection methods,
(

makeup 'and size of sample.

i

Devising methods of obtaining quanti ative information
'about subjective qpinions on prob ems of new students
or school visitors..

.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

(

Graphing Using alternative methods of displaying survey data.

,t,Making a graph form- -dividing axes into parts, deciding
on an appropriate scale.

Representing data on graphs:
Bar graph --fiuMber of students desiring inform.-

tion.on various topics. .

Cumulative distribution graph --number/of students
who havellived in the community for-certain ,

. lengths of time or less.
%

Conversion graph- -to convert from feet to yards
or centimeters to meters for mapping the
school.

Histogram- -the nutber of students who halm lived
in the community for a given period of time.

1D4
195
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Graphing ()cont.)

Spatial Visualilation/GeometrY

,

s

Areas of tudy

Numeration Systems

\

Line chart--percentage of students in each class
or grade wanting information on various topics._

Slope diagramratio of price to number of
orientation bobklets produced by different
methods.

Obtaining information from graphs.
' See also. SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists:. Communicating,

Displaying Data.

Constructing and using geometric figures, for example,
triangles, circles, etc., for name tags or signs.

Using geometric figures to understand and utilize
relationships, such as area, similarity, congruence,
etc. -

Measuring arid constructing using rulers, compasses, and
protractors. .

Using spatial arrangements to.convey infOrmation, for
example, acale drawings or maps.

Using the Concept of greater tican and less than to com-
pare geometric figures.

Using decimal system in measuring for Scale map1of
. school (metric system).

Using decimal system in calcula tions involving money'in
cost analysis.

Using fractions in measuring when using American system
(inches, feet).

See also Computation Using Operations: Fractions/,
Ratios/Percentages..

Number Systems and Properties See Computation Using Operations.

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions See Measuring.

Scaling

1

4-, V)

Finding an appropriate scale (proportion) for a scale
drawing. \

Using a scale to draw'and make representations in a C

scale drawing.
Deriving information fiom scale drawings, maps.
Making maps of.nearby areas.
Learning to use compass direction for making maps.

' r,-.
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Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence

AcCuracy/Measurement Error/
Estimation/Approximation

*

Statistics/Random Processes/
Probability

Graphing/Functions

'Fraction/Ratio

Maximum and Minimum Values

' V,

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations

Money/Finance

.See Spatial Visualization/Geometry.

See Measuring and gstimating/Approximating/Rounditig Off.

See Statistical Analysis

See Graphing.

See ComputatiOn Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios/

Peruantages.

Finding the minimum cost to produce a student handbook,
an informational booklet; a newsletter, etc. ,

See Cowering and Computation Using Operations.

\

See Computation Using Op erations: Rusiness and'eonsumer

Mathematics/Money and Finance.

Set Theory See Class1fying/CA4gorizing.
a
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Process

dbserving/Describing

,ACTIVITIES IN ORIENTATION UTILltING SCIENCE

,)

Observifng And describing areas to be photographed for,
slide/tape show.

Observing and 'describing physica/ layout of>ichool build-
ing and grtrunds. ,

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Obseriling/bescribing/
Classifying. ,

Classifying Classifying different orientation aids; such as bookleisl
slide/tape shows, tours, directiolOsigns.

Classifying direction signs according to liroposed size,
shape, and color.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
4 See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: OLserifing/Describing/

Classifying. .

identifying Variables

Defining Variables Operationally

t
4

Identifying width-and length of rooms, hallways; lunch-
room, gymnasium, etc., as things to 'be measured when
making a scale drawing of the achool layout..

Identifying cost as one thing to consider when makin
booklets, when devising an orientation program.(c st
of slides, photographs, etc.).

Identifying the number of students (people) to be reached
by the orientation program as a variable to be con-
sidered.

Identifying length of slAde/tape show as a variable to be
measured and controllea.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables. . de

Definitig length and width of halld, rooms, etc., as those
measurements obtained by measuring with a meter stick
(OR trundle wheel OR:tape measure).

Defining measurements of the school as thpse taken from
architectural blueprints.

le Defining length of slide/tape show as the time from
start to finish as measured by 0 stopiatch.

0
4. kir

bt.

A
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Manipulating, Controlling Variables/ Measuring length of slide/tape show (or orientation

Experimenting program) with a stopwatch; editing portions to

- shorten prograin.
Determining cost of producing booklets for varfous types

of paper, various numbers of Copies, various printing

/methods.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE liNt; Manipulating,'Controlling

Variables/Experimenting.

Designing and Constructing
Measuring Devices and Equipment."'

6

Inferring/Predicti /Formulating, Hypothesizing that an architectural blueprint willNbe

Testing Hypothese Modeling , sufficient for making a scale drawing of the'school;

measuring to find whether is so.
1rA
0'

Hypothesizing that measurements taken withLa_trundle
wheel will be accurate enough.for a scale'drawing of
the achool; drawing lap and finding that they are.

Hypothesizing that a certain number of slides will be

required for a certain length slide/tanp.stow.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:. Inferring/PredictingA

Formulating Testing Hypotheses.

6

Constructing signs to direct people new to theedbool to

various 'areas (office,'gym, lunchroom, etc.).
Constructing trundle wbeel to measure school buildings

and grounds.

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data 1

Organizing, 'Processing Data

)
4-t)2

Timing, e.g., the spoken portion of a slide/tape show

to coordinate pictures with descriptions, using a

stopwatch. I

Taking photographs of various areaa-of the school.
Obtaining costs qf making booklets by several different

printing processes (e.g., offset, ditto).

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording

Data/Measuring.

Tabulating measurements of school building and grounds
before drawing a scale layout.

Tabulating times of various pOrtions of an orientation

program.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE>list: Organizing', Processing

Data.
203
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0

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data

6
Generalizing/Applying Process to
New Problems

Areas of Study

Measuring

Motion

Interpregng graphs to determine cheapest method of
reproducing booklets.

Deteriining thata.certain nu/0er of slides has to be
omitted from slide/tape show.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Stati4ical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques;
Graphing,

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Dr g graphs or asps to communicate data.
also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

ee also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Using knowledge acquired to solve other problems, suth as
getting from place to place more easily in th:osehool =
or community.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying
Process to Daily Life.

Timing the portions of an orientation program using a
stopwatch; timing portions of a slide/tape show.

Observing the difference between minutes and seconds.
Measuring the school building and grounds with trundle

wheels, meter stick, tape measures, etc.
See'also Measuring/ColleFting, Recording Data.
See also MATHEMATICS Aft: Measuring.

Speed/Velocity Observing that electrically-run machines (saber saws,
duplicating machines) are faster than hand machines.

Force Obseiving that electrically-run machines require less
effort to operate than hand machines and multiply
the force they exert.



orce (cont.)

. Mechanical Work and Energy

-

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

States of MAtter

Properties of Matter

Electricity

Light

20

Observing khat force must be applied to hammer nails
into woo observing that a hammer multiplies the
force that can be exerted.

Observing that force must beexerted to operate a stapler.

Noting that,work is done and energy expended when nails
are hammered intotod, when is cut.

Observing that elpctr cal energy is transformed into the
mechanical enprgy of saber saws, electric drills.

See.also Motion and Force.

..

Observing that glue is available In liquid or solid form,
each having different properties.

Observing that a solid stick of glue is turned into a
hot, liquid glue by using heat from a hot glue gun.

Observing that different construction materials, such as
lumber and Tri -Wall, have different properties that
make them useful for different tasks.

Observing that various materials available have different
densities and colors, e.g., papers"for/making student
handbooks or directories.

Obscilrving that electrical energy can be transformed into
mechanical energy (electrical tools) and into heat
energy (hot glue gun).

Observing that signs and posters are iore easily read in
well-lighted areal because objects become visible as
light is reflected from.them into the eye.

4, Observing that signs, posters, and other written messages
may be difficult to read if both the writing and back-
ground are similar in color but may be more easily read
if the colors are contrasting.

Obierving that paints, crayons, papers came in various
colors because different objects reflect certain colors
in the spectrum and absorb the rest--the color of an
object is determined by the color it reflects.
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, .

Light (cont.)

Sound

Observing that too little light on an area results in

underexposed (too dark) film and that too much light
results in overexposed (too light) film when taking
photographs fok an orientation progAm.

OLerving that some of the electrical energy supplied to
-power tools is transformed into sound energy (noise).

Observing that the volume of the tape recorder (or of the

students' voices) hust be raised*or lowered depending

on the size of the group being addressed or the size

of-the room being used; observing that more energy is
required to produce a louder sound. Sound is props-

wed in all directions and decreases as the distance
from the source increases.



ACTIVITIES IN ORIENTATION UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/ClassifyAng

Identifying Problems, Variables .

I(

\

-ManipulAing, Controlling
Variables/Experimeeting

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating
ITesting Hypotheses

;41

Observing and describing problems or difficulties faced
by persons new to the school pr dommunity.

Classifying people to be reached by orientation program--
new students, parents, new teachers, aides, visitors,

-.etc.

Classifying characteriatica of new students.
Classifying problens of new students and approaches to,

solving those problems, 4 ,

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorixing.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing? Classifying.

Identifying prillems of new students, parents, school
visitors, naii teachkra.

e Identifying problens of persons unfamiliar with the com-
munity.

Identifying variibles that affect the resultant an
opinion survey, such as age, grade level, habits of
people, background of people.

See Also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Conducting trial,runs of directional signs or uses of
maps.

Designing and con4iicting an opinion survey on problems
of students an4 keeping results for different.groups
separate.

See also SCIENCE 1 t: Aanipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experi ting.

5

Inferring that the results from vsample of stulents
reflect the concerns of all the students.

Predicting that a slide/tape show will be an effective
way to brient people to,theschool.

. . Hypothesizing that an orientation program will help new
students and their parents.; conducting survey to
determine whether this is so.

e See also SCIENCE list: Infrring/Predicting/formulling,
Testing/Hypotheses/Modeling.

.
"

211
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Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring

Organizing, PrOcessing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Communicating, DI:splaying Data

Genetalizing/Applying Process to

Daily,Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting Responsibility for
Actions and Results

Recording restats of opinion surveys on areas about wHich
students want more information, problems of new stu-

*
dents.

Counting number ofoitudents reached by orientation pro- /
gram.

See also
See also

Data.

Ordering
dents

See also
See also

MATHEMATICS list: Codilting; Measuring. .

SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

results of opinion surveys on problems of stu -

from largest number to smallest.
MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Interpreting,results, including graphs, of survey data to

find topics of greatest concern to students.
Comparing data from different groups in opinion survey.
Evaluating the way the opinion survey was administered,

the size and makeup of ttle
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing, Statistical Anal-

ysis! Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Making charts or maps that can be easily understood by
new students, new teachers, parents, school visitors,

etc.'
Representing survey,data on bar graphs.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.

See also SCIENCE list: Coafiunicating, Displaying,Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Applying knowledge acquired to solve similar problems

encountered in new situations.
Spe also SCIENCE Generalizing/Applying'Process

to New Problems.

.

Making sure that arious tasks (e't.g., taking photos, con-

ducting surve , obtaining necessary permissions, taking
me4Bureuent1 , drawing maps,,organizing program) are

done.
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Accepting Responsibility for
Actions and Results.(cont.)

-

Developing Interest and InvolvementIng
in Human Affairs

Recognizing the Importance of
'Individual and Group Contributions
to Society

'Developing Inquisitieness, Self -
Reliance, and Initiative

Recognizing ihe Values of Cooperation,
Group Work, and Division of Labor

- Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used
in the Sciences, Appreciating Their
Power aud Precision

Respecting the Views, Thoughts,

1 and Feelings of Others

Arranging schedules for conducting survey.
ikArranging schedule for orientation prinism. ,
Seing responsible for actions While out of the classroom.

,Informing visitors ancicnewcomers to the school of the
locations of various roome.

Infording newcomers about the local community.

Recognizing thartheir efforts Will help all newcomers
a

. and visitors to the school.

Conducting small and large group sessions with belp.from
the.teachers.

Dealing with various merchants,to obtain supplies, print-
ing of booklets.

,

Dealing with parents or secretaries, to get things,. typed.

Finding awn solutions to problems encountered.
Developing different ways to convey.information, e.g., .

slide/tape show, question-end-answer session, tours,
booklKs.

4116

Finding that work on an'orientatioeprogramprogresses
more'rapidly when different groups work on different
ispects of the pregram.

Finding that work.progresses more'dmoothly when everyone
, cooperates.

Identifying important problems of persons new to the
school that.the class.can work to improve.

Recognizing the importance of obtainidg,Wormation from
the group of persons affected <persons new to the
sch6ol, community).

, , .
-

Convincing the principal that'the program they ate pro-
. posineis.usOul.through the use of supporting survey

.... ,
'data: -

See also MATHEMATICS and'SCIENCE lists..

Considering all suggestions,frem:members of group and
assessing their merit.



ReSpectingthe Views, Thoughts,
and Feelings of Others (cont.)

Being Open to New Ideas and

Information

Learning the Importance.and
Influence of Values in
Decision Making

.Areas gic Study

Anthropology

Geography/Physical Environment

Political Science/Government
Systems

- Recent Local History

Social Psychology/Individual and
Group Behavior ,

r) 1 r
4' 4

Conducting opinion survey to determine whtt information

others may,want.
. Recognizing that people's opinions vary.

4

Consideriug other ways of doing various tasks.
Asking other members of the clasa (other teachers, other

ents) for ideas and suggestions.

Recognizing that persona, unfamiliar with ihe school 9F
community May have-differing needs for specific infor-
nation and that different solutions may be required'

for different groups.
Recognizing that different. people have different opinions

on what they would like-to see in a student handbook.

Observing and describing physical and language character-
* istics related to cultural and geographic background.

Investigating differences in problems due to differences

in regional geography.
Making and using maps of school and school neighborhood.

A

Investigating systems of administration and control, e.g.,
working with school authorities to prepare ihd schedule

orientation programs:
Ni Investigating school rules when Preparing orientation aids

(program, booklet, etc.). *

. Investigating previous attempts atorientation aids in

the school.
Including,items of recent local history in any orientation

program.

Assesaing the effects of group action on orienting new-

comers to the school.
Recognizing and using different ways of helping 0ifferent

groups (new students, parent., school visitors, now

teadhers, teacher's aides, etc.).
n
4 J.

SI



Social Psybhology/Individual,and / Recognizing need for leadership within small and large
Group Behavior (cont.) groups; recognizing differing capacities of individuals

for various roles within groups.
' Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions

for a larger group.

i

Sociology/Social S tems

,

.

.

Considering the integral, related nature of a community
and,its pbysical and recreational surroundings as a

. factor in orienting newcomers as well is others.
DeVising a system of working cooperatively in small and

large groups.
Investigating problems and mating changes thatsaffect

other students and people *Abe community.'
Working within established social systems to promote

orientation program.
Recognizing peer groups as sOcitl-systels.
Experiencing and understanding differencei in social

systems in different social gr s.(dhildren,' adults,

women, men, etc.).
Recognising that there are many dif erent social groups

and that one person belongs to sore than one social
group.
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ACTIVITIES IN ORIENTATION UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading:
Literal ComprehensionDecoding
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:
Critical Reading--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

-

Oral Language:
Speaking

4D

Oral Language:
Listening

Written Language:
Spelling

Written Linguage: .

GrammarPunctuation, Syntax,
' Usage

Written...Language:

Compositiom

0

Decoding worSE4entences, and paragraphs while readind
school regulations, drafts of notes and 'surveys, script

of slide/tape show, posters.

Reading and evaluating drafts of notes; urveys, scrifts,

posters.
Undprstanding and interpreting school regu rions.

Reporting to class on group activities; responding to

criticism:91ml activities.
Offering i4eas, euggestions, and criticisms during dim:-

cunsibns in small group work and during class dis-'
cussions on problems and proposed solutions.

Preparing and giving effective oral presentations during

orientation program.
Preparing and recording narrative for slide/tape show

portion of orientation program.
Using the telephone properly and effectively.
Using rules of grammar in speaking. I
Inyestigating effects_of different forms of unication

on peopft.

Conducting interviews of teachers, aew studenti.

:Listehing to group reports.

Using correct spelling in writing.

Using rules of grammar in writing.

Writing to communicate effectively:
preparing notes and letters to parents and students.
writing opinion survey, devising questions to

elicit desired41nformetion; judg1ng whether a

question is clear. 1)0 4
4-441



Written Langua
Composition (cont.)

Study Skills:
Outlining/Organizing

121

preparing writeups on new students or teachers,
school rules, school program.

preparing orientation booklet.
preparing draft of script,for slide/tape show.

Taking notes.

Developing opinion survey; ordering questions.
Planning, preparing, and scheduling orientation program.
Organizing facts aid data'for inclusion in orientatiqn

program.

Study Skills:
Using References and Resources

Researching school regulationse
to-Referring-to-architectural blueprints of.scho9.1,

Using library and references to obtain information on
taking photoiregbs, preparing/slide/tape show.,

, e

Attitudet/Values

Appreciating the Vplue of Finding that'l written letter or note evokes a response

Expressing Ideas Through from people -otherstudents, parents,.the principal,

Speaking and Writing !Other teachers.
4 FiAding that maitstudentsland parents can be informed,

abOut the scHoel thrOugh an orientation program. I

Findiqg that many students can be helped by a school\.

Appreciating the Value of

Written Resources

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

handbook.

Finding that certain desired information can be found in
written resources, e.g., lists of new students, choOl
regulations, addresses and telephone numbers of stu-
'dents and teachers, descriptions of local counmmity and
its resources (as from chambers of commerce or park and

recreation departments) :
Finding that a written narrative for the slide/tape show

is essential so that important ideas are.not omitted.

Willingly looking up requfied information ownew students,
on school program, on school building, on local

community.
Showing desire to work on writeups, letters, reports,

seripte for slide/tape show, newsletter.

1

n 3
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Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read

Appreciating,the Value of
Different Forms of Wr4ting,
Diffpuit-jjams of Communication

4

.

Deciding how reliable the information is.
Deciding whether drafts of letters, notes, scripts, news-

letter say what they are supposed to say, whether they
are appropriate, whether they are clear, whether they

need improviment.

Finding that how information can be best conveyed is
determined in part by the audience to whom it is

directed.
Finding that certiin information or data can bi best

conveyed in writing, preparing charts or graphs, using
slide/tape show, drawing maps; etc.

Finding that certain information should be written down
so that it can be referred to at a later time.

Finding that sioken instructions Are ometimes better'
than written'instructions, and vice versa.


